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1. China-Myanmar New Passage 

 z  Why in the news?
 ¾  China recently transported a test cargo through its newly build China Myanmar New Passage 

which is transport corridor involving a sea-road-rail link.
 z  What is it?

 ¾  This passage connects the logistics lines of Singapore, Myanmar and China. 
 ¾  Goods from Singapore reached Yangon Port, arriving by ship through the Andaman Sea of the 

northeastern Indian Ocean, and were then transported by road to Lincang on the Chinese side 
of the Myanmar-China border in Yunnan province. 

 ¾  The new railway line that runs from the border town of Lincang to Chengdu, a key trade hub in 
western China, completes the corridor.

 ¾  The railway line currently ends in Lincang on the Chinese side opposite the Myanmar border 
trade town of Chin Shwe Haw. 

 ¾  Plans are underway to develop Chin Shwe Haw as a “border economic cooperation zone” under 
the Belt and Road Initiative.

 ¾  China also has plans to develop another port in Kyaukphyu in the Rakhine state, including 
a proposed railway line from Yunnan directly to the port as part of CMEC (China Myanmar 
Economic Corridor) 
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 ¾ 	This	new	passage	gains	significance	since	China’s	ambitious	plans	to	build	a	route	to	Indian	
ocean bypassing Malacca Strait via CPEC has been shattered due to frequent attacks by locals, 
corruption	by	local	officials	and	snail	pace	development	of	project.

 ¾  Similarly CMEC is also facing issues with not only the state of Myanmar but also of the locals. 
 ¾ 	Given	 the	 proximity	 to	 India,	 security	 risk	 and	 debt	 risk	 these	 project	 poses	 in	 India’s	

neighbourhood, India needs to speed up its own projects like Kaladan Multimodal project, India 
– Myanmar-Thailand trilateral Highway, Ganga- Mekong cooperation, etc. for not only our 
national security interest but also regional growth and development which is based on freedom 
of navigation, trade and choices. 

 z  Points to Focus
 ¾  Mapping, BRI, Ancient Silk Road, etc.;
 ¾ 	India	 and	 its	 connectivity	 projects,	 India’s	 foreign	 policy,	 strategic	 partners,	 SAGAR,	
Neighbourhood	first,	Freedom	of	navigation,	etc.;

 ¾  India – China relations, India and its relations with neighbouring countries, etc.;
Reference: - The Hindu; Indian Express;
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2. Core sector logs 9.4% growth 

 z  Why in the news?
 ¾ 	The	8	core	sectors	grew	9.4%	this	July	in	comparison	to	last	year’s	July.
 ¾  Cement production was the fastest at 21.8% while fertilizers grew at 0.5%.

 z  What is IIP and ICI?
 ¾  IIP (Index of Industrial Production)
 ¾  IIP is a composite indicator that measures the short-term changes in the volume of production of 

a basket of industrial products during a given period with respect to that in a chosen base period. 
 ¾ 	In	India,	the	first	official	attempt	to	compute	the	Index	of	Industrial	Production	(IIP)	was	made	
much	earlier	than	the	first	recommendation	on	the	subject	came	at	the	international	level.

 ¾ 	The	 Office	 of	 the	 Economic	Advisor,	 Ministry	 of	 Commerce	 and	 Industry	 made	 the	 first	
attempt of compilation and release of IIP with base year 1937, covering 15 important industries, 
accounting for more than 90% of the total production of the selected industries. 

 ¾  The all-India IIP is being released as a monthly series since 1950. With the inception of the 
Central Statistical Organization in 1951, the responsibility for compilation and publication of 
IIP was vested with the same.

 ¾  To capture the changes in the structure and composition of the industry over time due to the 
technological changes, economic reforms and consumption patterns of the people, it is necessary 
to revise the IIP periodically by changing its base to a more recent period.

 ¾  When the index was commenced in India, the base year adopted was 1937 and this was revised 
successively to 1946, 1951, 1956, 1960, 1970, 1980-81, 1993-94, 2004-05 and recently to 
2011-12

 ¾  Each time coverage as well as methodology were improved as seen in the Table below:

Base Year
Sectors, No of items and 

weights (in %)

Total no. of 
items covered 
Classification)

Basic if allotment of weights

1937
Mining (1) - 4.0 
Manufacturing (13) - 92.0
Electricity (1) - 4.0

15
Proportion to total value of 
output

1946
Mining (1) - 11.95 
Manufacturing (19) - 88.05 
Electricity

20 Value added by manufacture

1951
Mining (2) - 7.16 
Manufacturing (85) - 90.68

88 [(ISIC - 1948)] Ner value added

1956
Mining (2) - 7.47 
Manufacturing (198) - 88.85
Electricity (1) - 3.68

201 [(ISIC. 1948)] Net value added

1960
Mining (37) - 9.72
Manufacturing (274) - 84.91
Electricity (1) - 11.4

312 (CII) Net value added
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1970
Mining (2) - 7.47 
Manufacturing (290) - 88.85
Electricity (1) 3.68

352 (CII) Net value added

1980-81
Min & quarrying (61) % 11.5
Manufacturing (290) - 77.1
Electricity (1) - 11.4

352 [NIC - 1970] Gross Value added

1993-94
Mining (64) - 10.5
Manufacturing (473) - 79.4
Electricity (1) - 10.1

538 [NIC - 1987] Gross Value added

2004-05
Mining (61) - 14.16
Manufacturing ( 620) - 75.53
Electricity (1) - 10.32

681 [NIC - 2004]
Gross Value Added and 
Grosss Value of Output (% 
digit level of NIC)

2011-12
Mining (29) - 14.37
Manufacturing (809) - 77.63 
Electricity (1) - 7.99

839 [NIC - 2008]
Gross Value Added and 
Grosss Value of Output (% 
digit level of NIC)

 ¾  The current index gives highest weight to manufacturing.
 ¾  In this IIP, there are 8 industries who contribute 40% of the weight and are crucial for economy 
 ¾  ICI (Index of Eight Core Industries)
 ¾ 	The	Office	of	Economic	Adviser,	Department	 for	Promotion	of	 Industry	 and	 Internal	Trade	

(DPIIT) is releasing Index of Eight Core Industries (ICI) for every month

SI 
No

Industry Unit Item (weight in IIP 2011 - 12 
corresponding to these items have 

been considered)

Source Agency

1 Coal Million Tonnes
Coral Raw
Coral Midding
Washed coal

O/o Coal 
Controller

2 Natural Gas
Million Cubic 

Meter
Natural Gas (UT)

M/o Petroleum & 
Natural Gas

3 Crude Oil Thousand Tonnes Petroleum (Crude)
M/o petroleum & 

Natural Gas

4
Refinery	
products#

Thousand Tonnes

Bitumen 
Disel
Aviation Turbine Fuel (ATF)
Furnace Oil
Liquefied	Petroleum	Gas	(LPG)
Kerosene
Naphtha
Petrol/motor spirit
PET coke
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5 Fertilizers $
TMT

Urea
Department of 

Fertilizers
NPK fertilizers
Diammonium Phosphate (DAP)
Superphosphate
Ammonia Sulphate (A/S)
Calcium Ammonium Nitrate (CAN)

6 Steel Thosand Tonnes

Bars and Roads of Mild Steel
Joint Plant 
Commitee

Bars and Roads of Alloy and 
Stainless Steel 
CR Coils & Sheet
HR coils and sheets of Mild steel
HR Plates of mild steel 
Pipes and tubes of Steel
Rail and rail materials
Steel structurals (including angels, 
shapes, section, etc)
Flat products of Alloy Steel
Flat products of Stainless Steel
Galvanished products of Steel 
(including colour coated, tin plates, 
TMBP and Tin free steel)

7 Cement Thousand Tonnes Cement all types DIPP

8 Electricity Million Kwh Electricity
Central Electricity 

Authority

 ¾  The Eight Core Industries comprise 40.27 percent of the weight of items included in the Index 
of Industrial Production (IIP)

 ¾  ICI measures combined and individual performance of production in selected eight core 
industries viz. 

 `  Coal – 10.33 % 
 `  Crude Oil – 8.98 %
 `  Natural Gas – 6.88 %
 ` 	Petroleum	Refinery	Products	–		28.04	%
 `  Fertilizers – 2.63 %
 `  Steel – 17.92 %
 `  Cement –  5.37 %
 `  Electricity – 19.85 %

 ¾  Since these eight industries are the essential “basic” and/or “intermediate” ingredient in the 
functioning of the broader economy, mapping their health provides a fundamental understanding 
of the state of the economy.

 ¾  The growth does shows that the economy is in the recovery mode and fast picking up with the 
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enabling sentiments. 
 z  Points to Focus

 ¾  Indian economy, micro and macro aspects, core industries, major reforms, GDP, GVA, taxation 
system, etc.;

 ¾ 	International	best	practices,	India’s	export,	imports,	major	trade	partners,	etc.;			
Reference: - The Hindu; Indian Express; PIB; MoSPI;
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3. ZAPAD 2021

 z  Why in the news?
 ¾  A contingent of 200 Army personnel will participate in the multinational Exercise ZAPAD 2021 

being held at Nizhniy, Russia. 

 z  Major highlights
 ¾  ZAPAD 2021 is one of the theatre level exercises of Russian armed forces and will focus 

primarily on operations against terrorists
 ¾  Russia is organising the exercise and has invited 17 countries.
 ¾  Of the 17 countries invited for the exercise, there are nine participating countries and eight 

Observers.
 ¾  Of these nine are Participating countries which include Mongolia, Armenia, Kazakhstan, 

Tajikistan, Kyrgyzstan, Serbia, Russia, India and Belarus. 
 ¾  The other eight countries are Observers which include Pakistan, China, Vietnam, Malaysia, 

Bangladesh, Myanmar, Uzbekistan and Sri Lanka
 ¾  The NAGA Battalion group participating in the exercise will feature an all arms combined task 

force. The exercise aims to enhance military and strategic ties amongst the participating nations 
while they plan and execute this exercise

 z  Points to focus
 ¾  India – Russia relations, military ties, economic, people to people, etc.;
 ¾ 	Other	major	military	exercise	of	India	with	Russia	and	other	nations,	their	significance,	India’s	
role	as	security	provider	in	Indo-Pacific,	etc.;

 ¾  SCO - RATS, NATO, QUAD, etc.;
Reference: The Hindu; Indian Express; PIB; AIR;
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4. World Social Protection Report 2020-22 

 z  What is it?
 ¾  Recently, a International Labour Organization report titled ‘World Social Protection Report 
2020–22’	has	revealed	that,	globally	4.1	billion	people	are	living	without	any	social	safety	net	
of any kind.

 z  Major highlights
 ¾ 	The	pandemic	has	exposed	deep	-	seated	inequalities	and		significant	gaps	in	social	protection,	

coverage , comprehensiveness and adequacy across all countries
 ¾  As of 2020, only 46.9 per cent of the global population were effectively covered by at least one 
social	protection	benefit

 ¾  Coverage rates in Europe and Central Asia (83.9 per cent) and the Americas (64.3 per cent) 
above	the	global	average,	while	Asia	and	the	Pacific	(44.1	per	cent),	the	Arab	States	(40.0	per	
cent) and Africa (17.4 per cent) have far more marked coverage gaps.

 ¾  Only 30.6 per cent of the working-age population are  legally  covered  by  comprehensive  
social		security		systems		that		include		a		full		range		of		benefits,	from	child	and	family	benefits	
to	old-age	pensions,	with	women’s	coverage	lagging	behind	men’s	by	a	substantial	8	percentage	
points. 

 ¾  This implies that the large majority of the working-age population – 69.4 per cent, or 4 billion 
people – are only partially protected or not protected at all

 ¾  High-income countries spend on average 16.4 per cent of their GDP, or twice as much as upper-
middle-income countries (which spend 8 per cent), six times as much as lower-middle-income 
countries (2.5 per cent), and 15 times as much as low-income countries (1.1 per cent) for social 
protection excluding health.
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 ¾  The vast majority of children still have no effective social protection coverage, and only 26.4 
per	cent	of	children	globally	receive	social	protection	benefits.		

 ¾ 	Effective	coverage	is	particularly	low	in	some	regions:	18	per	cent	in	Asia	and	the	Pacific,	15.4	
per cent in the Arab States and 12.6 per cent in Africa.

 ¾  On average, national expenditure on social protection for children is too low, equating to only 
1.1 per cent of GDP, compared to 7 per cent of GDP spent on pensions.

 ¾ 	The	 	share	 	of	 	people	 	with	 	severe	 	disabilities	worldwide	who	receive	a	disability	benefit		
remains  low  at  33.5  per  cent.

 ¾  Only 35.4 per cent of the global labour force have effective access to employment injury 
protection.

 ¾ 	Only	44.9	per	cent	of	women	with	newborns	worldwide	receive	a	cash	maternity	benefit.
 ¾  Pensions for older women and men are the most widespread form of social protection in the 

world, and a key element in achieving SDG target 1.3. 
 ¾  Globally, 77.5 per cent of people above retirement age receive some form of old-age pension. 
 ¾  However, major disparities remain across regions, between rural and urban areas, and between 

women and men. 
 ¾ 	Expenditure	on	pensions	and	other	benefits	for	older	people	accounts	for	7.0	per	cent	of	GDP	

on average, again with large variations across regions.
 ¾  COVID – 19 has opened an opportunity to invest into social protection and all the nations 

should use this to strength not only state, human rights obligations but also achieve SDG in the 
process

 z  About ILO
 ¾  It is the only tripartite U.N. agency that brings together governments, employers and workers 

representatives of 187 member States, to set labour standards, develop policies and devise 
programmes promoting decent work for all women and men, headquartered in Geneva.

 ¾ 	It	was	created	in	1919,	as	part	of	the	Treaty	of	Versailles	to	reflect	the	belief	that	universal	and	
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lasting peace cannot be achieved without social justice
 ¾  The Constitution of the ILO was drafted in early 1919 by the Labour Commission, chaired by 

Samuel Gompers, head of the American Federation of Labour (AFL) in the United States. It 
was composed of representatives from nine countries: Belgium, Cuba, Czechoslovakia, France, 
Italy, Japan, Poland, the United Kingdom and the United States

 ¾  The Declaration of Philadelphia, 1944 states that labour is not a commodity and establishes 
basic human and economic rights for States to uphold, hence adding modern dimensions to idea 
of labour.

 ¾ 	In	1946,	the	ILO	became	a	first	specialized	agency	of	the	then	newly	formed	United	Nations.
 ¾  The Organization won the Nobel Peace Prize on its 50th anniversary in 1969
 ¾  In 1998, the 86th International Labour Conference adopted the Declaration on Fundamental 

Principles and Rights at Work. This declaration contains four fundamental policies:
 `  The right of workers to associate freely and bargain collectively
 `  The end of forced and compulsory labour
 `  The end of child labour
 `  The end of unfair discrimination among workers

 ¾  The structure of ILO:
 `  International labour Conference: - It sets the International labour standards and the broad 

policies of the ILO. It meets annually. It is also a forum for discussion of key social and labour 
questions. Each Member State is represented by a delegation consisting of two government 
delegates, an employer delegate, a worker delegate, and their respective advisers; these 
delegates are independent and can express & vote freely. Every two years the Conference 
adopts	the	ILO's	biennial	work	programme	and	budget,	which	is	financed	by	member	States.

 `  Governing body: - It is the executive council of the ILO. It meets three times a year in 
Geneva. It takes decisions on ILO policy and establishes the programme and the budget, 
which it then submits to the Conference for adoption. They also elect the Director General of 
ILO.  It is composed of 56 titular members (28 Governments, 14 Employers and 14 Workers) 
and 66 deputy members (28 Governments, 19 Employers and 19 Workers). Ten of the titular 
government seats are permanently held by States of chief industrial importance (Brazil, 
China, France, Germany, India, Italy, Japan, the Russian Federation, the United Kingdom 
and the United States). The other Government members are elected by the Conference every 
3 years

 ` 	International	Labour	Office:	-	It	is	the	permanent	secretariat	of	the	ILO.	It	is	the	focal	point	
for International Labour Organization's overall activities, which it prepares under the scrutiny 
of the Governing Body and under the leadership of the Director-General, who is elected for 
5 years by the Governing Body.

 ¾  International labour standards are backed by a supervisory system. ILO regularly examines 
the application of standards in member states and points out areas where they could be better 
applied There are two kinds of supervisory mechanism: 

 `  The regular system of supervision: examination of periodic reports submitted by Member 
States	on	the	measures	they	have	taken	to	implement	the	provisions	of	the	ratified	Conventions

 `  Special procedures: a representations procedure and a complaints procedure of general 
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application, together with a special procedure for freedom of association
 ¾  Though international labour standards are universal in nature but are not binding on members 

to ratify them, however since continuous supervision is done, nations do follow them
 ¾ 	The	results	and	achievements	of	the	ILO	are	financed	through	three	main	funding	sources:	

 `  Regular Budget, funded from assessed contributions by member States, based on the scale 
of assessments of the United Nations;

 `  Regular Budget Supplementary Account, funded by voluntary core contributions from key 
resource partners that provide fully unearmarked resources;

 `  Extra-Budgetary Technical Cooperation resources, funded by voluntary non-core 
contributions from over 100 different resource partners, including public and private 
organizations,	IFIs	and	UN	entities,	in	support	of	specific	projects.

 ¾  To reach the goals under SDG – 8, ILO is running Decent Work Agenda.
 ¾  ILO has 190 conventions regarding almost every aspect of labour related issue. There are 8 

conventions which are fundamental conventions:
 `  C029 - Forced Labour Convention, 1930 
 `  C087 - Freedom of Association and Protection of the Right to Organise Convention, 1948 
 `  C098 - Right to Organise and Collective Bargaining Convention, 1949 
 `  C100 - Equal Remuneration Convention, 1951 
 `  C105 - Abolition of Forced Labour Convention, 1957
 `  C111 - Discrimination (Employment and Occupation) Convention, 1958 
 `  C138 - Minimum Age Convention, 1973
 `  C182 - Worst Forms of Child Labour Convention, 1999 

 ¾  7 Centenary Initiatives of the ILO:
 `  The future of work initiative – Preparing for 21st century changes 
 `  The end of poverty initiative
 `  Women at work initiative
 `  Green initiative
 `  The standards initiative
 `  The enterprise initiative – Platform for engagement with enterprises

 ¾  The governance initiative – Reforming the governance structure of ILO
 z  Points to focus

 ¾  Social security in India, major regulators, PFRDA, IRDA, awareness, challenges, opportunity, 
etc.;

 ¾  Major schemes like Atal Pension Yojna, Jeevan Shurakhsha - Jyoti Bima, PM – Shram Yogi 
Mandhan, NPS, EPFO, ESIC, etc.;

 ¾  Constitutional and statutory provisions, ILO mandate and conventions, Spending by govt., best 
international practices, etc.;

Reference: - The Hindu; Indian Express; Mint; RBI; ILO;
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5. Shailendra Singh awarded with the Behler Turtle Conservation Award 2021

 z  Why in the news?
 ¾  Indian biologist Shailendra Singh has been awarded the Behler Turtle Conservation Award 

for bringing three critically endangered turtle conservation species back from the brink of 
extinction.

 z  Major highlights
 ¾  The Behler Turtle Conservation Award was established in 2006 to recognise outstanding 

achievements, contributions and leadership excellence in international turtle conservation and 
biology.

 ¾  This award is also considered the “Nobel Prize” of Turtle Conservation.
 ¾  The award is co-presented by Turtle Survival Alliance (TSA), IUCN Tortoise and Freshwater 

Turtle Specialist Group, Turtle Conservancy, and Turtle Conservation Fund.
 ¾  There are 29 species of freshwater turtles and tortoises in India.
 ¾  Shailendra Singh and his team has been involved in conserving the Northern River Terrapin 

(Batagur baska) at the Sunderbans; the Red-crowned Roofed Turtle (Batagur kachuga) at 
Chambal; and the Black Softshell Turtle (Nilssonia nigricans) at different temples in Assam all 
of them are critically endangered.

 z  The endangered turtles
 ¾  Northern River Terrapin
 ¾  Status – Critically Endangered 
 ¾  Found in – Sundarbans only
 ¾  About – Once found along the entire 

Sundarban delta, Cambodia, Malaysia 
now less than 50 are surviving in the 
wild. They are omnivorous, feed on small 
fresh water animals.

 ¾ 	Threats	 –	 Use	 of	 flesh	 for	 medicinal	
purposes, demand for eggs, which are 
considered a delicacy, entanglement, 
sand mining, habitat loss, etc.

 ¾  Protection – WPA 1972 Schedule I, CITES Appendix I
 ¾  Red-crowned Roofed Turtle
 ¾  Status – Critically endangered 
 ¾  Found in – National Chambal River Gharial 

Sanctuary
 ¾  About - The Red-crowned roofed turtle is native 

to India, Bangladesh and Nepal. Historically, 
the species was widespread in the Ganga River, 
both in India and Bangladesh. It also occurs in 
the Brahmaputra basin. It is a freshwater turtle 
species,	 and	 found	 in	deep	flowing	 rivers	with	
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terrestrial nesting sites. Diet of the species consists exclusively of water plants. These turtles are 
herbivores. 

 ¾  Threats – Entanglement in illegal nets, poaching, sand mining, habitat loss
 ¾  Protection – WPA 1972 Schedule I, CITES Appendix II
 ¾  Black Softshell Turtle
 ¾  Status – Critically Endangered 
 ¾  Found in – Temple ponds of Assam and 

Bangladesh
 ¾  About – This species was thought to be extinct 

in wild, but were found in temple ponds of 
Assam and Bangladesh. They feed on whatever 
people offer and thought to be omnivorous.

 ¾  Threats – Habitat loss, poaching 
 z  Points to focus

 ¾  Mapping, major nesting sites, keystone species, biodiversity and ecosystem stability; Marine 
and riverine turtles;

 ¾  Constitutional, legal provisions, major SC judgements, major action plans; Role of community 
in conservation;

 ¾  Indian model of wildlife conservation, western model of conservation; Role & importance of 
biosphere reserves, national parks, etc.;

 ¾  Socio-economic, historical, ethical, strategic, environmental aspects;  
Reference: - Indian Express; The Hindu; WII; MoEFCC
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6. Renovated Jallianwala Bagh memorial

 z  Why in the news
 ¾  Recently the PM inaugurated the renovated Jallianwala Bagh memorial complex for the nation.

 z  Major highlights
 ¾ 	The	monument	was	first	opened	by	then	President	Dr	Rajendra	Prasad	on	April	13,	1961.
 ¾  The entry and exit points to the Bagh have been repositioned, and a lotus pond has been built 

around the main memorial. 
 ¾ 	The	famous	‘Shahidi	Khu’	or	Martyrs	Well,	 into	which	people	 jumped	to	escape	the	hail	of	

bullets, is now enclosed in a glass shield

 ¾  A 28-minute Sound and Light show re-enacted the events of April 13, 1919, to be shown free 
of cost every evening. 

 ¾  A Salvation Ground has been built for visitors to sit in silence to honour the martyrs. 
 ¾  Several new sculptures of martyrs have come up on the high walls of the narrow lane through 

which visitors enter the complex. 
 ¾  These represent ordinary Punjabis from different walks of life, who walked into the park on that 

fateful day, but never returned
 ¾  The complex also displays the history of Punjab and its heroes.

 z  What happened in Jallianwala Bagh?
 ¾  The gruesome massacre that occurred here on 13 April 1919 changed the very course of freedom 

struggle.
 ¾  The massacre of April 1919 wasn't an isolated incident, rather an incident that happened with a 

multitude of factors working in the background.
 ¾  Precursor/Background
 ¾  The WW I has ended which was supported by INC.
 ¾  The Indian National Congress had assumed self-governance would be granted once WWI ended 

but the Imperial bureaucracy had other plans.
 ¾  The Rowlatt Act (Black Act) was passed on March 10, 1919, authorizing the government to 
imprison	or	confine,	without	a	trial,	any	person	associated	with	seditious	activities.	This	led	to	
nationwide unrest.
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 ¾  Gandhi initiated Satyagraha to protest against the Rowlatt Act.
 ¾  On April 7, 1919, Gandhi published an article called Satyagrahi, describing ways to oppose the 

Rowlatt Act
 ¾  Orders were issued to prohibit Gandhi from entering Punjab and to arrest him if he disobeyed 

the orders. 
 ¾ 	Michael	O’	Dwyer,	the	Lieutenant	Governor	

of Punjab (1912-1919), suggested that 
Gandhi be deported to Burma but this was 
opposed	by	his	fellow	officials	as	they	felt	
it might instigate the public.

 ¾  Dr Saifuddin Kitchlew and Dr Satyapal, 
the two prominent leaders who were a 
symbol of Hindu-Muslim unity, organised 
a peaceful protest against the Rowlatt Act 
in Amritsar.

 ¾  On April 9, 1919, Ram Navami was being 
celebrated	when	O’	Dwyer	issued	orders	to	the	Deputy	Commissioner,	Mr	Irving	to	arrest	Dr	
Satyapal and Dr Kitchlew.

 ¾  The following extract from the Amrita Bazar Patrika, dated 19th November, 1919, talks 
about the witness account of Mr Irving in front of the Hunter Commission and highlights the 
mindset of the British authorities: “He (Irving) was directed by the Government of Sir Michael 
O’Dwyer	to	deport	Dr	Kichlew	and	Satyapal.	He	knew	that	such	an	act	would	lead	to	a	popular	
outburst. He also knew that none of these popular leaders favoured violence. He invited the two 
gentlemen to his house on the morning of April 10th and they unsuspectingly responded to the 
call no doubt relying on his honour as an Englishman. But after they had been under his roof for 
half an hour as his guests, they were caught hold of, and removed towards Dharmasala under 
police escort! Mr Irving told this story without showing any sign of having done an act which 
very few Englishmen would care to do.”

 ¾ 	On	April	10,	1919,	the	infuriated	protestors	marched	to	the	Deputy	Commissioner’s	residence	
to	demand	the	release	of	their	two	leaders.	Here	they	were	fired	upon	without	any	provocation.	
Many people were wounded and killed.

 ¾  The massacre
 ¾  On April 13, 1919, the public had gathered to celebrate Baisakhi. 
 ¾  However, the British point of view, as seen from the documents present in the National Archives 

of India, indicates that it was a political gathering.
 ¾  Introducing gas as an automotive fuel in many cities.
 ¾ 	Inspite	of	General	Dyer’s	orders	prohibiting	unlawful	assembly,	people	gathered	at	Jallianwala	
Bagh,	where	two	resolutions	were	to	be	discussed,	one	condemning	the	firing	on	April	10	and	
the other requesting the authorities to release their leaders.

 ¾  When the news reached him Brigadier-General Dyer, headed to the Bagh with his troops. 
 ¾ 	He	entered	the	Bagh,	deployed	his	 troops	and	ordered	them	to	open	fire	without	giving	any	

warning. 
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 ¾ 	People	rushed	to	the	exits	but	Dyer	directed	his	soldiers	to	fire	at	the	exit.
 ¾ 	The	firing	continued	for	10-15	minutes.	1650	rounds	were	fired.	The	firing	ceased	only	after	the	

ammunition had ran out. 
 ¾ 	The	total	estimated	figure	of	the	dead	as	given	by	General	Dyer	and	Mr	Irving	was	291.	
 ¾  However, other reports including that of a committee headed by Madan Mohan Malviya put the 
figure	of	dead	at	over	500.

 ¾  Post massacre events
 ¾ 	Two	days	after	the	massacre,	Martial	Law	was	clamped	down	on	five	districts	-	Lahore,	Amritsar,	

Gujranwala, Gujarat and Lyallpore.
 ¾  As the news of the massacre spread across the nation, Tagore renounced his Knighthood.
 ¾  On October 14, 1919, the Disorders Inquiry Committee was formed to inquire about the 

massacre. 
 ¾  It later came to be known as the Hunter Commission.
 ¾  The commission was headed by William Hunter, a former Solicitor General of Scotland as the 

president with seven members.
 ¾  These included Justice G C Rankin, Judge of the High Court at Calcutta, W F Rice, ICS, 

Additional Secretary to the Government of India, Home Department, Major General Sir George 
Barrow, Commanding the Peshawar Division, Pandit Jagat Narayan, Member of the Legislative 
Council of the Lieutenant Governor of the United Provinces, Thomas Smith, Member of the 
Legislative Council of the Lieutenant Governor of the United Provinces, Sir Chimanlal Harilal 
Setalvad, Advocate of the High Court of Bombay and Sahibzada Sultan Ahmad Khan, Bar-At-
Law, Member of Appeals, Gwalior State.

 ¾ 	General	Dyer’s	actions	on	the	day	of	the	Massacre	received	a	prompt	acknowledgement	from	
Sir	Michael	O’	Dwyer	who	at	once	wired	to	him:	"Your	action	correct.	Lieutenant-Governor	
approves.” 

 ¾  Both Dyer and Dwyer faced violent criticism from various newspapers who gave their own 
accounts of the brutal massacre.

 ¾  The report was presented on March 8, 1920 and was in the form of a majority report and a 
minority report. 
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 ¾  The majority report was signed by the president of the committee and four members, Justice 
Rankin, Maj Gen Barrow, WF Rice and Thomas Smith. 

 ¾  The minority report was signed by Sir C H Setalvad, Pandit Jagat Narayan and Sahibzada 
Sultan Ahmad Khan.

 ¾  The majority report noted that Dyer entered Jallianwala Bagh with 25 Gorkha soldiers and 25 
Baluchis	armed	with	rifles,	40	Gorkhas	armed	with	only	Khukris	and	 two	armoured	cars.	A	
crowd of around 10 to 12,000 was gathered there at the time.

 ¾  “Without giving the crowd any warning to disperse, which he considered unnecessary as they 
were	in	breach	of	his	proclamation,	he	ordered	his	troops	to	fire	and	the	firing	continued	for	
about ten minutes,” the report said. 

 ¾ It	noted	that	no	one	in	the	crowd	was	carrying	firearms	though	some	may	have	been	carrying	
sticks.

 ¾  The minority report of the committee brought out the evidence given by Dyer in great detail. He 
testified	that	his	mind	had	already	been	made	up	to	order	the	firing	when	he	reached	the	Bagh.	
“I had made up my mind. I was only wondering whether I should do it or not….The situation 
was very, very serious. I had made up my mind that I would shoot all men to death if they were 
going to continue the meeting,” he said.

 ¾ 	“They	had	come	to	fight	if	they	defied	me	and	I	was	going	to	give	them	a	lesson……I	was	going	
to punish them. My idea from the military point of view was to make a wide impression,” Dyer 
said.

 ¾ 	When	asked	if	the	crowd	could	have	been	dispersed	without	firing,	Dyer	said,	“Yes,	I	think	it	
quite	possible	that	I	could	have	dispersed	them	perhaps	even	without	firing….I	could	disperse	
them for some time then they would all come back and laugh at me, and I considered I would 
be making myself a fool”.

 ¾  While broadly agreeing that disproportionate force had been used by Brig Gen Dyer at 
Jallianwala Bagh, the then Secretary of State for India, Edwin Montagu, was of the opinion 
that,	“Brig	Gen	Dyer	displayed	honesty	of	purpose	and	unflinching	adherence	to	his	conception	
of his duty cannot for a moment be questioned”. 

 ¾ 	The	then	Viceroy,	Lord	Chemlsford,	and	his	council	called	Gen	Dyer’s	actions	as	‘bona	fide’	
and	‘dictated	by	a	stern	sense	of	duty’.

 ¾  The Committee indicated the massacre as one of the darkest episodes of the British Administration.
 ¾ The Hunter Commission in 1920 censured Dyer for his actions. 
 ¾ The Commander-in-Chief directed Brigadier-General Dyer to resign from his appointment as 
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Brigade Commander and informed him that he would receive no further employment in India 
as mentioned in the letter by Montagu to his Excellency

 ¾ 	On	March	13	1940,	at	Caxton	Hall	in	London,	Udham	Singh,	an	Indian	freedom	fighter,	killed	
Michael O'Dwyer who had approved Dyer's action and was believed to have been the main 
planner.  

 z  Points to focus
 ¾  Freedom struggle, key events, revolutionary activities, advent of Gandhi, etc.;
 ¾  Mapping, protection of monuments, role of ASI, state, society, etc.;
 ¾  Constitutional and statutory provisions

Reference: - The Hindu; Indian Express; PIB; MoC;
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7. Financial Stability and Development Council (FSDC) 

 z  Why in the news?
 ¾ In the 24th meeting of FSDC, the chairperson has asked all the regulators to keep continuous 
vigil	on	the	financial	sector.

 z  What is FSDC?
 ¾ 	With		a		view		to		strengthening		and		institutionalizing		the		mechanism		for	maintaining	financial	
stability,	enhancing	inter-regulatory	coordination		and	promoting	financial	sector	development,	
the Financial Stability and Development Council (FSDC) was set up by the Government as the 
apex level forum in December 2010. 

 ¾ 	FSDC	was	recommended	by	Raghuram	Rajan	committee	on	financial	sector	reforms	in	2008	
 ¾  The Chairman of the Council is the Finance Minister and its  members  include  the  heads  of  
financial		sector		Regulators		(RBI,		SEBI,		PFRDA,		IRDA		&	FMC)	Finance	Secretary	and/or	
Secretary, Department of Economic Affairs, Secretary, Department of Financial Services, and 
Chief Economic Adviser. 

 ¾  In 2018, the government reconstituted FSDC to include the Minister of State responsible 
for the Department of Economic Affairs (DEA), Secretary of Department of Electronics and 
Information Technology, Chairperson of the Insolvency and Bankruptcy Board of India (IBBI) 
and the Revenue Secretary.

 ¾  The Council can invite experts to its meeting if required
 ¾  The  FSDC  Sub-committee  has  also  been  set  up  under  the  chairmanship  of  Governor,  

RBI.  
 ¾  It meets more often than the full Council. All the members of the FSDC are also the members 

of the Sub-committee. 
 ¾  Additionally, all four Deputy Governors of the RBI and Additional Secretary, DEA, in charge 

of FSDC, are also members of the Sub Committee. 
 z  Points to focus

 ¾ 	Indian	economy,	micro	and	macro,	financial	sector,	role	of	regulators,	etc.;
 ¾  Stability, statute, implementation, regulation and growth, etc.;
 ¾ 	Challenges	to	the	financial	system,	global	best	practices,	etc.;
 ¾  Various important committees, their recommendation, etc.; 

Reference: - The Hindu; Indian Express; MoFinance; PIB;
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8. Breakthrough Infections  

 z  What is it?
 ¾  With increasing number of people getting fully vaccinated and presence of newer variants of 

COVID – 19, there are chances that fully vaccinated people might get infected with breakthrough 
COVID – 19 infection.

 ¾  An infection of a fully vaccinated person is referred to as a vaccine breakthrough infection.  
 ¾  If a person gets infected with the SARS-CoV-2 virus 14 days after the second shot of the 
vaccine,	it	is	called	a	‘breakthrough	infection’.	

 ¾  The two-week window is the time it takes for the body to produce necessary antibodies following 
a shot of the vaccine. 

 ¾ 	A	‘breakthrough	infection’	refers	to	the	virus	being	able	to	penetrate	the	protective	barrier	of	
antibodies

 ¾  Vaccine breakthrough infections are expected. 
 ¾  COVID-19 vaccines are effective at preventing most infections. 
 ¾  However, like other vaccines, they are not 100% effective.
 ¾  People with vaccine breakthrough infections may spread COVID-19 to others.  

 z  Points to Focus
 ¾  Virus, bacteria, protozoa, contagious, non-contagious, neglected and new infection, vectors, 

etc.;
 ¾  Disease surveillance, vector control, health spending, infrastructure challenges, opportunities, 

etc.;
 ¾  Vaccine, types, stages of development, trails, emergency use, etc.;  
 ¾  Role of WHO, CDSO, other national bodies, policy, statutory provisions, etc.;

References: - The Hindu; Indian Express; WHO; CDC;

9. The IUCN Green Status of Species

 z  Why in the news?
 ¾  IUCN has launched a new global standard known as the IUCN green status of species which 
will	help	provide	a	richer	picture	of	a	species’	conservation	status	by	detailing	how	close	it	is	to	
recovering its original population size and health.

 z  Green Status
 ¾  The goal of the IUCN Red List of Threatened Species is to provide information and analyses on 

the status, trends and threats to species in order to inform and catalyse action for biodiversity 
conservation

 ¾ 	UCN	Green	Status	of	Species’,	aims	to	complement	the	IUCN	Red	List	by	providing	a	tool	for	
assessing	the	recovery	of	species’	populations	and	measuring	their	conservation	success.	
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 ¾  The Green Status assesses species against 3 essential facets of recovery:
 `  A species is fully recovered if it is present in all parts of its range, even those that are no 

longer occupied but were occupied prior to major human impacts/disruption; AND
 `  It is viable (i.e., not threatened with extinction) in all parts of the range; AND
 `  It is performing its ecological functions in all parts of the range.

 ¾  These factors contribute towards a “Green Score” ranging from 0%-100% which shows how far 
a	species	is	from	its	"fully	recovered"	state.	

 ¾  The Green Score calculated at the time of assessment is the Species Recovery Score. This score 
could be tracked over time as species are reassessed to create an index of recovery. 

 ¾  Green Scores can be calculated at different points in time (scenarios) to show the current status, 
how conservation actions have affected that current status, what we might expect if conservation 
actions	were	halted,	and	how	a	species’	status	might	be	improved	in	the	future	with	conservation	
action. 

 ¾ 	This	will	is	reflected	in	a	set	of	metrics	which	are	based	on	differences	in	Green	Scores	calculated	
for different times and scenarios. 

 ¾  The Green Status of Species also highlights the impact of past conservation and the dependence 
of many species on continued conservation efforts 
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 z  About IUCN
 ¾  IUCN is a membership Union composed of both government 
and	civil	society	organisations	working	in	the	field	of	nature	
conservation and sustainable use of natural resources. 

 ¾  It was founded in 1948 and is headquartered in Glad, 
Switzerland 

 ¾  IUCN Red List of Threatened Species (also known as the 
IUCN Red List or Red Data List), founded in 1964, is 
the world's most comprehensive inventory of the global 
conservation status of biological species. It uses a set of 
criteria to evaluate the extinction risk of thousands of species 
and subspecies.

 ¾ 	The	IUCN	Red	List	is	a	critical	indicator	of	the	health	of	the	world’s	biodiversity	a	powerful	
tool to inform and catalyse action for biodiversity conservation and policy change, critical 
to protecting the natural resources we need to survive. It provides information about range, 
population size, habitat and ecology, use and/or trade, threats, and conservation actions that will 
help inform necessary conservation decisions.

 ¾  Except for red list of birds, all other species are provided by IUCN. The red list for birds is 
provided by Birds International. 

 ¾ 	Species	are	classified	by	the	IUCN	Red	List	into	nine	groups,	specified	through	criteria	such	as	
rate of decline, population size, area of geographic distribution, and degree of population and 
distribution fragmentation:

 `  Extinct (EX) – beyond reasonable doubt that the species is no longer extant.
 `  Extinct in the wild (EW) – survives only in captivity, cultivation and/or outside native range, 

as presumed after exhaustive surveys.
 `  Critically endangered (CR) – in a particularly and extremely critical state.
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 `  Endangered (EN) – very high risk of extinction in the wild, meets any of criteria A to E for 
Endangered.

 `  Vulnerable (VU) – meets one of the 5 red list criteria and thus considered to be at high risk 
of unnatural (human-caused) extinction without further human intervention.

 `  Near threatened (NT) – close to being at high risk of extinction in the near future.
 ` Least concern (LC) – unlikely to become extinct in the near future.
 ` 	Data	deficient	(DD)
 `  Not evaluated (NE)

 ¾ 	In	 the	 IUCN	 Red	 List,	 "threatened"	 embraces	 the	 categories	 of	 Critically	 Endangered,	
Endangered, and Vulnerable.

 ¾  The criteria for listing of species are based on numerical analysis of:
 `  Population size reduction
 `  Geographical range reduction
 `  Small population size and decline
 `  Very small population or restricted population 
 `  Extinction probability

 ¾  #Detailed criteria for species in IUCN red list https://nc.iucnredlist.org/redlist/content/
attachment_files/summary_sheet_en_web.pdf

 z  Points to focus
 ¾  Conservation of species, in-situ, ex-situ, Indian model and western model, threatened species, 

etc.;
 ¾  International conventions, CITES, UNFCCC, CMS, CBD, etc., cross border species, regional 

alliances, etc.;
 ¾  Constitutional provisions, major SC judgements, major statutory provisions, etc.   

Reference: - The Hindu; Indian Express; IUCN;
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10. Nipah Virus

 z  Why in the news?
 ¾  Nipah virus cases have remerged in Kerala.

 z  Nipah Virus
 ¾  Nipah virus (NiV) is a zoonotic virus and can also be transmitted through contaminated food or 

directly between people. 
 ¾  In infected people, it causes a range of illnesses from asymptomatic (subclinical) infection to 

acute respiratory illness and fatal encephalitis.
 ¾ 	Nipah	virus	(NiV)	was	first	discovered	in	1999	following	an	outbreak	of	disease	in	pigs	and	

people in Malaysia and Singapore.
 ¾  While there have been no other known outbreaks of NiV 

in Malaysia and Singapore since 1999, outbreaks have 
been recorded almost annually in some parts of Asia since 
then—primarily in Bangladesh and India.

 ¾  The animal host reservoir for NiV is the fruit bat (genus 
Pteropus),	also	known	as	the	flying	fox.

 ¾  There is no apparent disease in fruit bats.
 ¾  People can become infected if they have close contact 
with	an	infected	animal	or	its	body	fluids	(such	as	saliva	
or urine)—this initial spread from an animal to a person is 
known as a spillover event

 ¾ 	There	are	currently	no	drugs	or	vaccines	specific	for	Nipah	
virus infection

 ¾  The virus is highly contagious in pigs. Pigs are infectious 
during the incubation period, which lasts from 4 to 14 
days

 z  Points to focus
 ¾  Virus, bacteria, protozoa, contagious, non-contagious, neglected and new infection, vectors, 

etc.;
 ¾  Disease surveillance, vector control, health spending, infrastructure challenges, opportunities, 

etc.;
 ¾  Vaccine, types, stages of development, trails, emergency use, etc.;  
 ¾  Role of WHO, CDSO, other national bodies, policy, statutory provisions, etc.;

Reference: - The Hindu; Indian Express; WHO; CDC;
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11. PLI Scheme for Textiles

 z  What is it?
 ¾  Government has approved the PLI Scheme for Textiles for MMF Apparel, MMF Fabrics and 10 

segments/ products of Technical Textiles with a budgetary outlay of Rs. 10,683 crore. 
 ¾  PLI for Textiles along with RoSCTL, RoDTEP and other measures of Government in sector 

e.g. providing raw material at competitive prices, skill development etc will herald a new age 
in textiles manufacturing.

 ¾  PLI scheme for Textiles will promote production of high value MMF Fabric, Garments and 
Technical Textiles in country. 

 ¾  The scheme is incentivising production of 14 categories of MMF fabrics, 10 categories of 
technical textiles and MMF apparel

 ¾  The Technical Textiles segment is a new age textile, whose application in several sectors of 
economy, including infrastructure, water, health and hygiene, defense, security, automobiles, 
aviation,	etc.	will	improve	the	efficiencies	in	those	sectors	of	economy

 ¾  The MMF fabrics for which production is being incentivised include woven fabrics containing 
nylon,	polyester	and	other	manmade	fibres.

 ¾  The incentive structure has been so formulated that industry will be encouraged to invest in 
fresh capacities in these segments. 

 ¾  This will give a major push to growing high value MMF segment which will complement the 
efforts	of	cotton	and	other	natural	fibre-based	textiles	industry	in	generating	new	opportunities	
for employment and trade, resultantly helping India regain its historical dominant status in 
global textiles trade.

 ¾  There are two types of investment possible with different set of incentive structure: 
 ` 	Any	person,	(which	includes	firm	/	company)	willing	to	invest	minimum	₹300	Crore	in	Plant,	

Machinery, Equipment and Civil Works (excluding land and administrative building cost) 
to	produce	products	of	Notified	lines	(MMF	Fabrics,	Garment)	and	products	of	Technical	
Textiles,	shall	be	eligible	to	apply	for	participation	in	first	part	of	the	scheme.	

 ` 	In	the	second	part	any	person,	(which	includes	firm	/	company)	willing	to	invest	minimum	
100 Crore shall be eligible to apply for participation in this part of the scheme. 

 ¾  In addition, priority will be given for investment in Aspirational Districts, Tier 3, Tier 4 towns, 
and rural areas and due to this priority Industry will be incentivized to move to backward area. 

 ¾  This scheme will positively impact especially States like Gujarat, UP, Maharashtra, Tamil Nadu, 
Punjab, AP, Telangana, Odisha etc.

 ¾  This scheme will not only enhance the employment opportunity in the sector but will also bring 
in more investment.

 ¾  Currently, Indian production and export of textile and clothing products are largely cotton-
based.

 ¾  In 2018-19, while Indian textile and clothing exports amounted to about $36 billion, less than 
one-third	was	man-made	fibre-based.

 ¾  India is ranked sixth in the global trade in this sector. 
 ¾  Added to this, in recent years, countries including Bangladesh and Vietnam have gained a 
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sizeable	share	in	the	man-made	fibre	segment	of	the	global	textile	trade,	making	it	all	the	more	
vital for India to provide policy support to ensure the country remains competitive internationally.

 z  Points to focus
 ¾ 	Textile	 sector	 of	 India,	 India’s	 textile	 history,	 historical	 exports,	 impact	 of	 British	 policy,	

handlooms products, etc.;
 ¾  Challenges, opportunities, export promotion, subsidies, innovation, investment, Bangladesh, 

Indonesia, Thailand and Vietnam model, etc.;
 ¾  Manufacturing in India, Make in India, stand up and start up India, SHG, KVIC, etc.;

Reference: - The Hindu; Indian Express; PIB;
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12. MSP for Rabi crops hiked   

 z  Why in the news?
 ¾  The central government has hiked the MSP (Minimum Support Price) for Rabi crops. 

 z  What is MSP?
 ¾  Minimum Support Price (MSP) is a form of market intervention by the Government of India 

to insure agricultural producers against any sharp fall in farm prices. These prices are what the 
government thinks are remunerative for the farmer. The minimum support prices are announced 
by the Government of India at the beginning of the sowing season for certain crops on the basis 
of the recommendations of the Commission for Agricultural Costs and Prices (CACP).

 ¾ 	The	Centre	currently	fixes	MSPs	for	23	farm	commodities	—	7	cereals	(paddy,	wheat,	maize,	
bajra, jowar, ragi and barley), 5 pulses (chana, arhar/tur, urad, moong and masur), 7 oilseeds 
(rapeseed-mustard,	groundnut,	soyabean,	sunflower,	sesamum,	safflower	and	nigerseed)	and	4	
commercial crops (cotton, sugarcane, copra and raw jute). 

 ¾  Sugarcane has FRP.
 ¾  MSPs started being announced since the time of the Green Revolution, starting with wheat in 

1966-67.
 ¾ 	MSP	find	no	legal	mention	in	any	law	and	are	hence	not	legally	enforceable.	
 ¾  Meaning the government is not legally bound to buy at MSP. 
 ¾  However, no government can do so, as no political party want to be seen as anti-farmer. 
 ¾ 	Hence	MSP	is	considered	as	the	floor	price	below	which	produce	cannot	be	bought.
 ¾  The only crop where MSP payment has some statutory element is sugarcane. This is due to 

its pricing being governed by the Sugarcane (Control) Order, 1966 issued under the Essential 
Commodities Act. 

 ¾ 	That	order,	in	turn,	provides	for	the	fixation	of	a	‘fair	and	remunerative	price’	(FRP)	for	cane	
during every sugar year (October-September). 

 ¾  The responsibility to make FRP payment to farmers within 14 days of cane purchase lies solely 
with the sugar mills.

 ¾  Determination of MSP: While recommending price policy of various commodities under its 
mandate, the CACP keeps in mind the various Terms of Reference (ToR) given to CACP in 
2009. Accordingly, it analyses:- 

 `  demand and supply; 
 `  cost of production;
 `  price trends in the market, both domestic and international; 
 `  inter-crop price parity; 
 ` terms of trade between agriculture and non-agriculture; 
 `  a minimum of 50 percent as the margin over cost of production; and 
 `  likely implications of MSP on consumers of that product.

 ¾  Calculation of cost of production:
 `  A2 – This includes the cost of inputs, hired labour, etc
 `  FL – This is the unpaid Family Labour
 `  A2 + FL – This is the current basis for calculating MSP
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 `  C2 – This includes rent on land, capital assets + any interest upon them. This
 `  A2 + FL + C2 – This is the demand of farmers for calculating MSP which is also endorsed 

by Swaminathan Commission 
 ¾ 	Hence	 after	 the	 CACP	 recommends	 the	MSP	 for	 the	 crops	 it	 finally	 rest	 with	 the	 Cabinet	
Committee	on	Economic	Affairs	 (CCEA)	 to	decide	 the	final	MSP,	as	 it	 is	not	bound	by	 the	
recommendations of CACP.

 ¾  It is also widely known and reported via procurement data and NSSO data as per Shanta Kumar 
Committee	that	only	about	6%	of	farmers	are	benefitting	from	MSP	regime	that	too	in	Green	
Revolution region.

 z  Commission for Agriculture Cost and Price (CACP) 
 ¾  It is an executive body attached to Mo Agriculture and Farmers Welfare
 ¾  It came into existence in January 1965
 ¾ 	The	 Commission	 comprises	 a	 Chairman,	 Member	 Secretary,	 one	 Member	 (Official)	 and	
two	Members	 (Non-Official).	 The	 non-official	 members	 are	 representatives	 of	 the	 farming	
community and usually have an active association with the farming community.

 ¾  It is mandated to recommend minimum support prices (MSPs) to incentivize the cultivators to 
adopt modern technology, and raise productivity and overall grain production in line with the 
emerging demand patterns in the country.

 ¾  CACP submits its recommendations to the government in the form of Price Policy Reports every 
year,	separately	for	five	groups	of	commodities	namely	Kharif	crops,	Rabi	crops,	Sugarcane,	
Raw Jute and Copra.

 ¾ 	Before	preparing	aforesaid	five	pricing	policy	reports,	the	Commission	draws	a	comprehensive	
questionnaire, and sends it to all the state governments and concerned National organizations 
and Ministries to seek their views. Subsequently, separate meetings are also held with farmers 
from different states, state governments, National organizations like FCI, NAFED, Cotton 
Corporation of India (CCI), Jute Corporation of India (JCI), trader's organizations, processing 
organizations, and key central Ministries. 

 ¾  The Commission also makes visits to states for on-the-spot assessment of the various constraints 
that farmers face in marketing their produce, or even raising the productivity levels of their 
crops.	Based	on	all	these	inputs,	the	Commission	then	finalizes	its	recommendations/reports,	
which are then submitted to the government.

 z  Points to focus
 ¾  Agriculture sector and its reforms; PDS
 ¾  Type of crops, Kharif season, Rabi season, Zaid season
 ¾  Production of crop, conditions, soil, spatial and temporal distribution
 ¾ 	Types	of	input,	cost,	Government	support,	WTO’s	provision

Reference: - The Hindu; Indian Express; PIB; CACP;
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13. Tokyo Paralympics – India’s best ever Paralympics

 z  Why in the news?
 ¾ Indian para-athletes gave India its highest ever medal 

count at summer Paralympics.
 z  Major Highlights

 ¾  India has sent its biggest ever contingent of athletes to the 
games numbering 54 (40 men, 14 women)

 ¾  These athletes participated across nine sports.
 ¾  They won 19 medals (5 Gold, 8 Silver and 6 Bronze). 
 ¾ 	India	finished	24th	overall	 in	the	medal	tally	which	was	

led by China
 ¾  Shooter Avani Lekhara won two medals - gold in 10m Air 
Rifle	SH1	and	bronze	in	50m	Rifle	3	Positions	SH1.	

 ¾ 	Thus,	 she	 became	 the	 first	 Indian	 woman	 to	 win	 an	
individual	gold	medal	and	first	woman	multi-medalist.	

 ¾  Shooter Singhraj Adhana also won two medals - silver 
in 50m Pistol SH1 and bronze in 10m Air Pistol SH1 
categories.

 ¾  India at Paralympics
 ¾  India made its Summer Paralympic debut at the 1968 

Games and was absent until the 1984 Games
 ¾  India has never participated in Winter Paralympics
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 ¾ 	India's	first	medal	in	Paralympics	came	in	1972	Games,	with	Murlikant	Petkar	winning	a	gold	
medal in swimming.

 ¾  In 1984, Joginder Singh Bedi won silver at the Men's Shot Put and followed it up with a pair of 
bronze	winning	performances	in	the	Discus	and	Javelin	throws	thus,	becoming	the	first	multi-
medallist Paralympian from India.

 ¾ 	In	2016	Games,	Deepa	Malik	won	a	silver	medal	in	Shot	Put	to	become	the	first	Indian	woman	
to win a Parlaympics medal.

 z  About Paralympics
 ¾  The word “Paralympic” derives from the Greek preposition “para” (beside or alongside) and 

the word “Olympic”.
 ¾  Its meaning is that Paralympics are the parallel Games to the Olympics and illustrates how the 

two movements exist side-by-side
 ¾  The Stoke Mandeville Games which started in 1948 for specially abled WW II veterans later 
became	 the	Paralympic	Games	which	first	 took	place	 in	Rome,	 Italy,	 in	1960	 featuring	400	
athletes from 23 countries. 

 ¾  Since then they have taken place every four years. 
 ¾ 	In	1976	the	first	Winter	Games	in	Paralympics	history	were	held	

in Sweden. 
 ¾  Since the Summer Games of Seoul, Korea in 1988 and the Winter 

Games in Albertville, France in 1992 the Games have also taken 
part in the same cities and venues as the Olympics due to an 
agreement between the IPC and IOC.

 ¾  In 1989, the International Paralympic Committee (IPC) was 
founded	as	an	international	non-profit	organisation	in	Dusseldorf,	
Germany, to act as the global governing body of the Paralympic 
Movement.

 ¾  There are currently 28 sports on the Paralympic Programme (22 
summer, 6 winter).

 ¾  The Tokyo Paralympics 2020 – 16th Paralympics Games was 
having the motto – “United by Emotions”.

 ¾  In the recent games 162 nations including Refugee Team 
represented by over 4400 athletes participated 

 z  Point to focus
 ¾ 	Indian	sportsperson	at	world	stage,	 India’s	performance	at	Olympics	and	other	 international	

events, etc.;
 ¾  Khelo India, TOPS, investment in sports, infrastructure, challenges, opportunities, etc.;
 ¾  Sport culture, career, economic sector, social enabler, etc.;

Reference: - Indian Express; The Hindu, IPC;
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14. IITs top NIRF 2021

 z  Why in the news?
 ¾  The Indian Institute of Technology (IIT)-Madras was ranked the best higher education institution 

in the country for the third year in a row under the National Institutional Ranking Framework 
(NIRF) 2021

 ¾  Among universities, IISc was ranked one
 ¾  Among engineering institutions, IIT-Madras remained number one, followed by IIT-Delhi
 ¾  For management institutions, Indian Institute of Management (IIT)-Ahmedabad was ranked 

one, followed by IIM-Bangalore
 ¾  All-India Institute of Medical Sciences in New Delhi scored the top rank for medical institutions, 

followed by Post Graduate Institute of Medical Education and Research in Chandigarh
 ¾  Among institutions teaching law, National Law School of India University in Bengaluru was 

ranked number one, followed by National Law University in Delhi
 ¾ 	IISc	was	ranked	the	best	research	institution,	a	category	included	for	the	first	time.
 ¾  Miranda House of Delhi remained the best college

 z  National Institutional Ranking Framework (NIRF)
 ¾  NIRF was approved by the MHRD (now MoEdu.) 

and launched in September 2015. 
 ¾  This framework outlines a methodology to rank 

institutions across the country. 
 ¾  The methodology draws from the overall 

recommendations broad understanding arrived at by 
a Core Committee set up by MHRD, to identify the 
broad parameters for ranking various universities and 
institutions

 ¾  The NIRF ranking uses the following main parameters to rank the institutes / universities:
 `  Teaching, Learning & Resources – 30% weight
 `  Research and Professional Practice – 30% weight
 `  Graduation Outcomes – 20% weight
 `  Outreach and Inclusivity – 10% weight
 `  Perception – 10% weight

 ¾  The above parameters have many sub parameters. The individual main parameter overall has 
100 marks which is divided among the sub parameters. These are then added to get the main 
parameter’s	marks.
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 ¾  The National Board of Accreditation (NBA) is the Ranking Agency on behalf of NIRF.
 ¾  NIRF shall invite institutions interested to participate in the ranking exercise to register on the 

NIRF portal and they can do it voluntarily. The data should be submitted on an on-line facility 
created for this purpose

 ¾ 	NIRF,	by	itself	or	with	the	help	of	other	suitably	identified	partner	agencies	will	also	undertake	
authentication of data, wherever felt necessary, and where feasible

 ¾  The NIRF try to rank the Indian institutes based on very wide array of data and relevant local 
dynamics.

 ¾ The	self-filling	of	data	by	institutes	do	raise	concern	about	quality	and	credibility.
 z  Point to focus

 ¾  New national education policy, focus on quality of education, skills, innovation, challenges and 
opportunities, etc.;

 ¾  Competition, co-operative & competitive federalism, Institute of Excellence, etc.; 
 ¾  International best practices, Indian best practices, issue of language, western biases, etc.;   

Reference: - Indian Express; The Hindu; PIB; MoE; 
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15. Critically Endangered vultures released in wild blend well

 z  Why in the news?
 ¾  8 Critically endangered Oriental White Backed vultures released in wild in Oct 2020 have 

blended well and offer hope to their survival. 
 z  Vulture

 ¾  Vultures are scavengers. They rarely attack healthy animals, but may kill the wounded or sick.
 ¾  Vultures are widely distributed predominantly in the tropics and subtropics, but they are absent 

from Australia and most oceanic islands
 ¾  There are 23 vulture species with 7 species of New World (Americas) vultures, and the 16 Old 

World (Asia, Africa) species
 ¾  All of the New World vultures and some of the Old World vultures have bare heads for ease in 

eating and thermoregulation.
 ¾ 	The	New	World	 vultures	 use	 their	 sense	 of	 smell	 to	 find	 the	 prey,	whereas	 the	Old	World	

vultures use their eye sight (!)
 ¾ 	Old	World	vultures	have	relatively	strong	feet,	but	New	World	Vultures	have	flat,	weak	feet	that	

are poorly adapted for grasping
 ¾  Old World vultures build large stick platform nests in trees or on cliffs, sometimes in large 

colonies. Most of the larger Old World vultures lay only a single egg. 
 ¾  New World vultures do not build nests but lay their eggs in bare scrapes in natural cavities in 

cliffs or trees; none nests colonially
 ¾  The young vulture mature more slowly than those of typical birds of prey (eagle, kites, falcon, 

etc.). 
 ¾  New World vultures have no voice because they lack a syrinx
 ¾  Most vultures have a large pouch in the throat (crop) and can go for long periods without 

food—adaptations to a feast-or-famine scavenging lifestyle 
 ¾  When feeding, vultures maintain a strict social order based on body size and strength of beak
 ¾  Vulture stomach acid is exceptionally corrosive (pH=1.0), allowing them to safely digest putrid 

carcasses infected with toxins, bacteria, that would be lethal to other scavengers and remove 
these bacteria from the environment

 ¾  They keep the environment healthy and disease free.
 z  Vultures in India

 ¾  9 species of vultures are recorded from India. Out 
of these, 5 belong to the genus Gyps: the Oriental 
White-backed Vulture (OWBV) Gyps bengalensis; 
the Long-billed Vulture (LBV) G. indicus; Slender-
billed Vulture (SBV) G. tenuirostris (all residents); 
the Himalayan Vulture (HV) Gyps himalayensis 
(largely wintering) and the Eurasian Griffon (EG) 
Gyps fulvus (strictly wintering). 

 ¾  Rest 4 are monotypic, the Red-headed Vulture 
(RHV) Sarcogyps calvus; Egyptian Vulture (EV) 
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Neophron percnopterus; Bearded Vulture (BV) Gypaetus barbatus (all residents) and Cinereous 
Vulture (CV) Aegypius calvus (strictly wintering).

 ¾  Till 1980s vulture were very common in India. During this period, the populations of the three 
resident Gyps species (OWBV, LBV and SBV) in the country was estimated at 40 million 
individuals.

 ¾  The Gyps species of vultures occurred in very high densities in India because of the availability 
of abundant food supply due to the primitive method of carcass disposal in the country.

 ¾  The overall population however crashed by over 90% during the mid-1990s. 
 ¾  By 2007, 99% of the three Gyps species had been wiped out.

 ¾  In 2004 the cause of the crash was established as diclofenac used in the animal husbandry. This 
diclofenac caused kidney failure in the vultures consuming meat of dead animals (cow, buffalo, 
etc).

 ¾  Other reason for death of vultures was due to electrocution, collision with high tension wires 
and wind turbines, unintentional or retaliatory poisoning when a cattle owner or farmer stuffs 
the carcass of his cattle, which was killed either by feral dogs or by wild predator.

 ¾  As the vulture lay 1-2 eggs at a time and the young taking about 2 month to grow, their recovery 
from such a catastrophic decline is extremely slow.

 ¾  As of today, according to the IUCN Red Data Book, 4 resident species, OWBV, LBV, SBV and 
RHV, are Critically Endangered whereas, the EV is Endangered, the HV, CV and BV are Near 
Threatened and EG is of Least Concern
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 ¾  The vultures once kept the environment clean in India in the absence of any effective carcass 
and slaughter house waste disposal system

 ¾  They prevented the outbreak of epidemics by cleaning the carcasses before pathogenic 
bacteria and fungus could grow and multiply on them. Now, with the absence of vultures, 
the accumulation of livestock carcasses may have implications for groundwater safety and for 
livestock-borne diseases such as tuberculosis and anthrax.

 ¾  In response to the increased food availability, there appears to be an increase in resident feral 
dog populations, which could have serious consequences for human and wildlife health as 
dogs are carriers of several diseases that affect human beings, wildlife and livestock, including 
rabies, distemper and canine parvovirus

 ¾  India has the highest incidences of rabies in humans in the world, with the majority of these 
from dog bites

 ¾ 	Vultures	also	have	considerable	cultural	and	religious	significance	in	India	and	elsewhere
 ¾  The Parsees, ritualized the practice of putting out the dead for scavengers by building 'towers 

of silence' to limit access to corpses exclusively to airborne scavengers, hence giving the dead 
a	‘sky	burial’.

 ¾  For their critical role in maintaining the health of environment, their conservation and recovery 
is crucial and hence the action plans.

 z  Action Plan For Vulture Conservation
 ¾ 	The	Government	of	India	(MoEFFC)	released	the	first	Action	Plan	for	Vulture	Conservation	
(APVC)	 in	2006,	which	had	 incorporated	most	of	 the	findings	and	 recommendations	of	 the	
International South Asian Vulture Recovery Plan Workshop, 2004

 ¾  The Action Plan was formulated for the period 2006 to 2009
 ¾  The objectives of the plan were:

 `  Removal of the Main Causative Agent for vulture mortality– diclofenac
 `  Curbing Leakage of Human Formulations of diclofenac into the Veterinary Sector
 `  Monitoring conservation and Recovery of Existing Vulture Sites
 `  Setting up and Expansion of Vulture Care and Breeding Centres
 `  Control of further mortality
 `  Raising Awareness especially among Users of Veterinary Formulations
 `  Monitoring Implementation of Action Plan

 ¾  Steps taken till now to achieve the above objectives:
 ¾  The DCGI banned the use, sale and manufacture of veterinary diclofenac and restrictions on the 

vial size of human formulations to 3ml
 ¾ 	A	substitute	drug	meloxicam	was	promoted	to	be	used	for	treating	inflammation	and	pain	in	

cattle as it was found safe to vultures.
 ¾  Extensive monitoring of the population of vultures all over India was done
 ¾  There are in all 8 Vulture Conservation Breeding Centres (VCBC) established in the country, 
first	VCBC	was	set	up	in	2004	at	Pinjore	in	Haryana.	The	VCBC,	Pinjore	is	recognised	as	the	
coordinating zoo for vulture conservation in India.

 ¾  Vulture Safe Zone (VSZ) programme was initiated in 2012 by the State Governments in 
collaboration with BNHS and other NGOs; the aim was to save the remnant populations of 
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vultures by eliminating diclofenac in their food in an area of at least 100 km (30,000 sq. km) 
radius with extant vulture population through advocacy and awareness efforts

 ¾  Since the success of 2006 plan and challenges, a renewed plan was required and hence the 2020 
-2025 plan is formulated.

 ¾  The plan conservation would be done through both ex-situ and in-situ conservation methods.
 ¾  The objectives of 2020 – 2025 action plan

 `  Prevention of poisoning of cattle carcasses, the principal food of vultures 
 `  Enhancement of Conservation Breeding Programme in the country. 
 `  Regular monitoring of vultures across the country 
 `  Enhancing the vulture safe zone network by creating at least one vulture safe zone in each 

state and continuing to work on the existing efforts of vulture safe zone. 
 `  Determining and preventing other causes of mortality in vultures

 ¾  Uttar Pradesh, Tripura, Maharashtra, Karnataka and Tamil Nadu will get a vulture conservation 
and breeding centre each

 ¾  There will be nationwide survey of vultures every 4 years
 ¾ 	More	non-steroidal	anti-inflammatory	drug	will	be	tested	on	vultures,	if	they	are	found	toxic,	

they will be banned and an alternative will be developed/suggested.
 ¾  Establishment of four rescue centres, in Pinjore (Haryana), Bhopal (Madhya Pradesh), 

Guwahati (Assam) and Hyderabad (Telangana). There are currently no dedicated rescue centres 
for treating vultures

 ¾  A detailed mid-term review of the Action Plan will be carried out during the year 2022-2023
 ¾  The MoEFCC will set up a National Committee for Vulture Conservation which will have the 

stakeholders from various ministries and organisations. This committee will be the executive 
body for NVRC (National Vulture Recovery Committee). NVRC was set up by MoEFFC to 
oversee the 2006 plan.

 ¾  Similar committee will be set up at state level.
 ¾  Symposium on Developing a Regional Response to the Conservation of South Asia's Critically 

Endangered Vulture Species, held in New Delhi in 2012 led to a Regional Declaration for 
conservation of vulture. India, Nepal, Pakistan and Bangladesh were the participants.

 z  Points to focus
 ¾  Role of various life forms in ecosystem; Threats due to human activities  
 ¾  Biodiversity in India, its protection in Indian culture 
 ¾  Constitutional and Statutory provisions
 ¾  Transboundary conservation; Migratory wildlife conservation, conventions
 ¾  One Health; Aichi Biodiversity targets; SDG

Reference: - The Hindu; Indian Express; MoEFFC;
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16.	LCA	–	MK	2’s	first	flight	in	2023	

 z  Why in the news?
 ¾ 	The	design	of	LCA	(Light	Combat	Aircraft)	–	MK	2	has	been	finalised	and	will	have	its	first	
flight	by	2023.

 z  Major highlights of LCA – MK 2
 ¾  The aircraft features enhanced range and endurance including an onboard oxygen generation 
system,	which	is	being	integrated	for	the	first	time.

 ¾  Heavy weapons of the class of Scalp, Crystal Maze and Spice-2000 will also be integrated on 
the Mk2. 

 ¾  The LCA-Mk2 will be a heavier and much more capable aircraft than the current LCA variants.
 ¾  The Mk2 is 1,350 mm longer featuring canards and can carry a payload of 6,500 kg compared 

to 3,500 kg the LCA can carry. 
 ¾  The Mk2 will be powered by a more powerful GE-414 engine.
 ¾  The IAF has ordered HAL to deliver 83 LCA – MK 1A aircraft earlier this year.

 z  Tejas / LCA
 ¾ 	Light	combat	aircraft	(Tejas)	is	a	4.5	generation	single	seat	multirole	fighter	aircraft	ab-initio	

designed and developed in our country.
 ¾ 	Tejas	is	a	single	engined,	light	weight,	highly	agile,	multi-role	supersonic	fighter.	

 ¾  Tejas-Indian Light Combat Aircraft (LCA), is the smallest and lightest Multi-Role Supersonic 
Fighter Aircraft of its class and best in the world. 

 ¾  This single engine, Compound-Delta-Wing, Tailless Aircraft is designed and developed by 
ADA with HAL as the principal partner along with DRDO, CSIR, BEL, DGAQA and IAF to 
meet diverse needs of the Indian Air Force (IAF).

 ¾  Tejas is an amalgamation of contemporary concepts and technologies such as relaxed static-
stability,	fly-by-wire	Flight	control,	advanced	glass	cockpit,	integrated	digital	avionics	systems	
and advanced composite materials for the airframe.

 ¾ 	The	 aircraft	 with	 delta	 wing	 is	 designed	 for	 ‘air	 combat’	 and	 ‘offensive	 air	 support’	 with	
‘reconnaissance’	and	‘anti-ship’	as	its	secondary	roles.
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 ¾  The tailless, compound-delta planform is designed to be small and lightweight
 ¾  Stealth features have been designed into Tejas. Being small provides an inherent degree of visual 
stealth,	the	airframe's	high	usage	of	composites	(which	do	not	reflect	radar	waves),	a	Y-duct	
inlet which shields the engine compressor face from probing radar waves, and the application of 
radar-absorbent material (RAM) coatings are intended to minimise its susceptibility to detection 
and tracking.

 ¾  Composite materials make up 45% of the airframe by weight and 95% by surface area
 ¾ 	The	aircraft	can	carry	a	maximum	payload	of	5,300	kg.	The	maximum	flight	ceiling	is	50000ft	

and maximum speed is 1.6Mach. 
 ¾  The aircraft comes with advanced avionics, radars, airframe, electronic warfare capability, mid-

air refuelling with quality armament/weapon systems.
 ¾ 	The	project	was	conceptualised	in	1980’s	to	replace	the	MiG	–	21,	however	due	to	sanctions,	

technological bottlenecks, import restrictions, cost overrun, etc the project got delayed. 

 ¾  The aircraft has around 60% indigenous systems and parts. Tejas was initially designed to 
be	fitted	with	Kaveri	engine,	but	 the	engine	did	not	perform	as	per	 the	expectation	and	was	
replaced by GE F404 engine.

 ¾  The MK1A aircraft will be inducted into the IAF, and over time ADA-HAL-DRDO will develop 
MK2 with much more improved systems for the IAF.

 ¾  The MK1A comes with improved electronic warfare system, radars, ultra-modern helmet, etc.
 ¾  MK1A is equipped with critical components like an Active Electronically Scanned Array 

(AESA) radar, Beyond Visual Range (BVR) missiles, Electronic Warfare (EW) suite and air-
to-air refuelling (AAR) capability, etc.

 ¾ 	The	IAF	has	now	2	squadrons	with	Tejas	in	MK1	configuration.
 ¾ 	Tejas	is	also	developed	for	the	Navy	as	a	carrier	based	fighter.	Initially	there	were	issues	with	

the aircrafts weight and thrust for naval operations, which have now been sorted out and the 
naval version was successfully tested on INS Vikramaditya.
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 ¾  Many countries have expressed interest in Tejas due to its exemplary performance and 
capabilities.

 z  Point to focus
 ¾  Indigenous military systems; Indigenous aircrafts with IAF; Foreign aircrafts, systems, etc.
 ¾  Status of Indian indigenous defence complex, R&D, role of academic institution, industries, etc
 ¾  Aatmanirbhar Bharat; Different Cabinet Committees; Hybrid warfare, new age weapons, etc 
 ¾  Startup India, Standup India, etc.

Reference: - Indian Express; The Hindu; ADA; DRDO; HAL
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17. World Bank’s Groundswell Part – 2 report 

 z  Why in the news?
 ¾ 	The	World	Bank’s	updated	Groundswell	report	released	recently	finds	that	climate	change,	an	

increasingly potent driver of migration, could force 216 million people across six world regions 
to move within their countries by 2050.

 z  Major highlights
 ¾  Hotspots of internal climate migration could emerge as early as 2030 and continue to spread 

and intensify by 2050.
 ¾ 	Climate	change	is	a	powerful	driver	of	internal	migration	because	of	its	impacts	on	people’s	

livelihoods and loss of livability in highly exposed locations. 
 ¾  By 2050, Sub-Saharan Africa could see as many as 86 million internal climate migrants; East 
Asia	and	the	Pacific,	49	million;	South	Asia,	40	million;	North	Africa,	19	million;	Latin	America,	
17 million; and Eastern Europe and Central Asia, 5 million.

 ¾  The scale of internal climate migration will be largest in the poorest and most climate-vulnerable 
regions, an indication that underlying gaps in the ability of livelihood, social, and economic 
systems to cope with climate change could undermine development gains. 

 ¾ 	The		first		Groundswell		report,		published		in		2018,		used		a		robust		and		novel		modeling		
approach  to  help  understand  the  scale,  trajectory,  and  spatial  patterns  of  future  climate  
migration  within  countries,  with  a  focus  on  three  regions:  Sub-Saharan  Africa,  South  
Asia,  and  Latin  America. 

 ¾  Early action both to cut global greenhouse gas emissions and to ensure inclusive and resilient 
development is essential, and can reduce the scale of internal climate migration by as much as 
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60–80 percent.
 ¾  Following are the recommendations:

 `  Cut  global  greenhouse  gases  now  to  reduce  the  climate  pressures that drive internal 
climate migration

 `  Embed internal climate migration in far-sighted green, resilient, and inclusive development 
planning.

 `  Plan for each phase of migration, so that internal climate migration as an adaptation strategy 
can result in positive development outcomes.

 `  Continue to invest in improving understanding of internal climate migration to inform well-
targeted policies

 ¾  Early  and  far-sighted  global,  regional,  and  national  action  is  imperative  to  address the 
urgent challenges at the nexus of climate, migration, and development and foster momentum 
toward inclusive, sustainable, and resilient economic transitions for all.

 z  Point to focus
 ¾  Climate change, impact on ecology, agriculture, livelihoods, vulnerable sections, urban and 

rural areas, etc.,
 ¾  Migration, push and pull causes, refugees, their rehabilitation, etc.;
 ¾  Role of national policies, laws, national security, cross border migration, role of diplomacy, 

UN, UNHRC, etc.;
 ¾ 	Status	of	climate	action,	UNFCCC,	Paris	climate	agreements,	climate	finance,	role	of	WB,	IMF,	
India’s	NDC,	transition	to	green	energy,	circular	economy,	etc.;		

Reference: - Indian Express; The Hindu; WB;
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(B)
16th to 31th  August 

2021
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    1. Major reforms in telecom sector 

 z  Why in the news?
 ¾  The Union Cabinet approved a number of structural and process reforms in the Telecom sector. 
 ¾  These are expected to protect and generate employment opportunities, promote healthy 

competition, protect interests of consumers, infuse liquidity, encourage investment and reduce 
regulatory burden on Telecom Service Providers (TSPs).

 z  Major highlights
 ¾  Rationalization of Adjusted Gross Revenue:  Non-telecom revenue will be excluded on 
prospective	basis	from	the	definition	of	AGR.

 ¾  Bank Guarantees (BGs) rationalized: Huge reduction in BG requirements (80%) against License 
Fee (LF) and other similar Levies. No requirements for multiple BGs in different Licenced 
Service Areas (LSAs) regions in the country. Instead, One BG will be enough.

 ¾  Interest rates rationalized/ Penalties removed: From 1st October, 2021, Delayed payments of 
License	Fee	(LF)/Spectrum	Usage	Charge	(SUC)	will	attract	interest	rate	of	SBI’s	MCLR	plus	
2% instead of MCLR plus 4%; interest compounded annually instead of monthly; penalty and 
interest on penalty removed.

 ¾  For Auctions held henceforth, no BGs will be required to secure instalment payments. Industry 
has matured and the past practice of BG is no longer required. 

 ¾  Spectrum Tenure: In future Auctions, tenure of spectrum increased from 20 to 30 years.
 ¾  Surrender of spectrum will be permitted after 10 years for spectrum acquired in the future 

auctions.
 ¾  No Spectrum Usage Charge (SUC) for spectrum acquired in future spectrum auctions.
 ¾  Spectrum sharing encouraged- additional SUC of 0.5% for spectrum sharing removed.
 ¾  To encourage investment, 100% Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) under automatic route 

permitted in Telecom Sector.
 ¾ 	Spectrum	auctions	to	be	normally	held	in	the	last	quarter	of	every	financial	year.
 ¾  Ease of doing business promoted - cumbersome requirement of licenses under 1953 Customs 
Notification	for	wireless	equipment	removed.	Replaced	with	self-declaration.

 ¾  Know Your Customers (KYC) reforms: Self-KYC (App based) permitted. E-KYC rate revised 
to only One Rupee. Shifting from Prepaid to Post-paid and vice-versa will not require fresh 
KYC.

 ¾  Paper Customer Acquisition Forms (CAF) will be replaced by digital storage of data. Nearly 
300-400 crore paper CAFs lying in various warehouses of TSPs will not be required. Warehouse 
audit of CAF will not be required.

 ¾  SACFA clearance for telecom towers eased. DOT will accept data on a portal based on self-
declaration basis. Portals of other Agencies (such as Civil Aviation) will be linked with DOT 
Portal.

 ¾  Moratorium/Deferment of upto four years in annual payments of dues arising out of the AGR 
judgement, with however, by protecting the Net Present Value (NPV) of the due amounts being 
protected.

 ¾  Last year SC had given its judgement regarding the AGR dues.
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 z  What is AGR?
 ¾  Telecom operators are required to pay licence fee and spectrum charges in the form of ‘revenue 
share’	to	the	Centre

 ¾  The revenue amount used to calculate this revenue share is termed as the AGR
 ¾  According to the DoT, the calculations should incorporate all revenues earned by a telecom 

company – including from non-telecom sources such as deposit interests and sale of assets
 ¾ 	This	above	definition	is	accepted	by	the	apex	court	over	that	of	the	companies	(AGR	should	

comprise the revenues generated from telecom services only and non-telecom revenues should 
be kept out of it)

 ¾  This amount was calculated from 2005 and the telecom companies owed the government around 
Rs. 94, 000 crore.

 ¾  The SC has asked the telecom companies to pay their dues to the government.
 z  Points to Focus

 ¾  Telecom sector, generation of telecom networks, their role, challenges, shortcoming, 
opportunities, etc.;

 ¾  Role of policy, compliance system, ease of doing business, role of FDI, etc.;
 ¾ Reference: - The Hindu; Indian Express; PIB;

2. SCO EXERCISE “PEACEFUL MISSION - 2021”

 z  What is it?
 ¾  The 6th Edition of SCO Exercise Peaceful Mission – 2021 hosted by Russia started at Orenburg 

Region of South West Russia. 
 ¾  The aim of the exercise is to foster close relations between SCO Member States and to enhance 

abilities of the military leaders to command multinational military contingents. 
 ¾  An Indian military contingent comprising of an all arms combined force of 200 personnel from 

Indian Army and Indian Air force is participating in the exercise.
 ¾  The Exercise Peaceful Mission: 2021 is based on joint counter terrorism operations at operational 

and tactical level in an urban environment in which Armies and Air Forces of all SCO member 
states are participating.

 z  What is SCO?
 ¾  Shanghai Cooperation Organisation (SCO) is an intergovernmental international organisation
 ¾  Currently, 8 countries enjoy the status of the SCO full members: India, Kazakhstan, China, 

Kyrgyzstan, Russia, Pakistan, Tajikistan and Uzbekistan; 
 ¾  4 countries  are observers — Afghanistan, Belarus, Iran and Mongolia 
 ¾  6 countries are dialogue partner — Azerbaijan, Armenia, Cambodia, Nepal, Turkey and Sri 

Lanka
 ¾  The Organisation has two permanent bodies — the Secretariat in Beijing (China) and the 

Regional Anti-Terrorist Structure (RATS) in Tashkent
 z  History

 ¾  Its genesis lies in Shanghai Five when Kazakhstan, China, Kyrgyz Republic, Russia and 
Tajikistan	when	came	together	and	made	an	association	based	on	the	Agreement	on	Confidence-
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Building in the Military Field in the Border Area (Shanghai, 1996) and the Agreement on the 
Mutual Reduction of Armed Forces in the Border Area (Moscow, 1997). These two documents 
laid down a mechanism of mutual trust in the military sphere in the border area and contributed 
to the establishment of true partnerships. Following the accession of Uzbekistan to the 
organisation in 2001, the Shanghai Five was renamed the SCO in 2001.

 ¾  The Charter of the Shanghai Cooperation Organisation was signed at the St.Petersburg Summit 
of the Heads of State of the SCO in June 2002 and entered into force on 19 September 2003

 ¾  In 2017 at the Astana summit, India and Pakistan were formally made members of SCO
 ¾  In September 2003, the heads of the SCO member states signed a 20-year Programme of 

Multilateral Trade and Economic Cooperation. As a long-term goal, the programme provides 
for the establishment of a free trade zone within the territory under the SCO member states; in 
the short run, it seeks to reinvigorate the process of creating favourable environment for trade 
and investment.

 ¾  Apart from economic cooperation and integration, SCO plans to combat international drug 
trafficking	as	a	source	of	financing	global	terrorism,	strives	to	normalise	situation	in	Afghanistan,	
etc.

 z  About SCO
 ¾  The SCO's main goals are as follows: 

 `  strengthening mutual trust and neighbourliness among the member states; 
 `  promoting their effective cooperation in politics, trade, the economy, research, technology 

and culture, as well as in education, energy, transport, tourism, environmental protection, 
and other areas; 

 `  making joint efforts to maintain and ensure peace, security and stability in the region;
 `  moving towards the establishment of a democratic, fair and rational new international 

political and economic order
 ¾  The Heads of State Council (HSC) is the supreme decision-making body in the SCO. It meets 

once a year and adopts decisions and guidelines on all important matters of the organisation. 
The SCO Heads of Government Council (HGC) meets once a year to discuss the organisation's 
multilateral cooperation strategy and priority areas, to resolve current important economic and 
other cooperation issues, and also to approve the organisation's annual budget.

 ¾ 	The	SCO's	official	languages	are	Russian	and	Chinese.
 ¾  In addition to HSC and HGC meetings, there is also a mechanism of meetings at the level of 

heads of parliament; secretaries of Security Councils; ministers of foreign affairs, defence, 
emergency relief, economy, transport, culture, education, and healthcare; heads of law 
enforcement agencies and supreme and arbitration courts; and prosecutors general

 z  Regional Anti-Terrorism Structure (RATS)
 ¾  Regional Anti-Terrorist Structure (RATS) of the Shanghai Cooperation Organisation (SCO) is 

the permanent body of the SCO RATS based in Tashkent
 ¾  The Regional Anti-Terrorist Structure operates in accordance with the SCO Charter, the 

Shanghai Convention on Combating Terrorism, Separatism and Extremism, the Agreement 
among the SCO member states on the Regional Anti-Terrorist Structure, as well as documents 
and decisions adopted in the SCO framework. 
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 ¾ 	The	first	military	exercise	was	held	in	Russia	called	SCO	Peace	Mission	2018,	where	all	the	
SCO member nations participated.

 ¾  In 2019 Tsentr was also held between SCO members in Russia
 z 	Significance	of	SCO

 ¾ 	It	 is	 India’s	 gateway	 to	 central	Asian	 country	 and	 a	 platform	 to	 engage	with	 its	 allies	 and	
“adversaries”

 ¾  It opens up a route for deeper economic integration with C. Asia and better leverage the INSTC, 
Ashgabat Agreement, etc 

 ¾  It is a platform to engage constructively in Afghanistan
 ¾  The 3 major powers and their convergent-divergent view balance out each other hence, it does 
not	make	SCO	any	country	or	ideology	specific

 ¾  A way for India to uphold its non-alignment credentials
 ¾  RATS gives India an opportunity to deal with growing radicalisation and hold the perpetrators 

accountable
 ¾ The members also can support India in other multilateral and international organisation

 z  Points to focus
 ¾ 	Mapping,	BRICS,	RIC,	India’s	relations	with	SCO	nations,	etc.;
 ¾ 	India’s	foreign	policy,	strategic	interest,	regional	terrorism,	etc.;
 ¾ 	India’s	military	exercise	partners,	weapon	import	and	export	nations,	etc.;	
 ¾  Political, democratic, economic, technological view

Reference: - The Hindu; Indian Express; PIB; SCO;

3. PLI Scheme for Auto Industry and Drone Industry

 z  Why in the news?
 ¾  The government has approved the PLI (Production Linked Incentive) Scheme for Automobile 

Industry and Drone Industry with a budgetary outlay of   26,058 crore. 
 ¾  The PLI scheme for the auto sector will incentivize high value Advanced Automotive Technology 

vehicles and products.
 z  Major highlights

 ¾  The PLI Scheme for the auto sector envisages to overcome the cost disabilities to the industry 
for manufacture of Advanced Automotive Technology products in India.

 ¾ 	It	 is	 estimated	 that	 over	 a	 period	 of	 five	 years,	 the	 PLI	 Scheme	 for	Automobile	 and	Auto	
Components Industry will lead to fresh investment of over  42,500 crore, incremental production 
of over  2.3 lakh crore and will create additional employment opportunities of over 7.5 lakh 
jobs. 

 ¾ 	Further	this	will	increase	India’s	share	in	global	automotive	trade.
 ¾  The scheme has two components viz 
 ¾  Champion OEM Incentive Scheme and 
 ¾  Component Champion Incentive Scheme. 
 ¾ 	The	Champion	OEM	Incentive	scheme	is	a	‘sales	value	linked’	scheme,	applicable	on	Battery	

Electric Vehicles and Hydrogen Fuel Cell Vehicles of all segments. 
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 ¾ 	The	 Component	 Champion	 Incentive	 scheme	 is	 a	 ‘sales	 value	 linked’	 scheme,	 applicable	
on Advanced Automotive Technology components of vehicles, Completely Knocked Down 
(CKD)/ Semi Knocked Down (SKD) kits, Vehicle aggregates of 2-Wheelers, 3-Wheelers, 
passenger vehicles, commercial vehicles and tractors etc.

 ¾  This PLI Scheme for automotive sector along with the already launched PLI scheme for 
Advanced Chemistry Cell (ACC) ( 18,100 crore) and Faster Adaption of Manufacturing of 
Electric Vehicles (FAME) ( 10,000 crore) will enable India to leapfrog from traditional fossil 
fuel based automobile transportation system to environmentally cleaner, sustainable, advanced 
and	more	efficient	Electric	Vehicles	(EV)	based	system.

 ¾  The PLI Scheme for the Drones and Drone components industry addresses the strategic, tactical 
and operational uses of this revolutionary technology.

 ¾  The PLI for Drones and Drone components industry, will over a period of three years, lead to 
investments	worth			5,000	Crore,	increase	in	eligible	sales	of	₹	1500	crore	and	create	additional	
employment of about 10,000 jobs.

 ¾  The total amount allocated for the PLI scheme for drones and drone components is INR 120 
crore	spread	over	three	financial	years.		This	amount	is	nearly	double	the	combined	turnover	of	
all domestic drone manufacturers in FY 2020-21. 

 ¾  The incentive for a manufacturer of drones and drone components shall be as high as 20% of 
the value addition made by her.

 ¾  The value addition shall be calculated as the annual sales revenue from drones and drone 
components (net of GST) minus the purchase cost (net of GST) of drone and drone components.

 ¾  The Government, has agreed to keep the PLI rate constant at 20% for all three years, an 
exceptional treatment given only to the drone industry.  In PLI schemes for other sectors, the 
PLI rate reduces every year.

 ¾  The proposed tenure of the PLI scheme is three years starting in FY 2021-22.  The PLI scheme 
will be extended or redrafted after studying its impact in consultation with the industry.

 ¾ 	The	Government	has	agreed	to	fix	the	minimum	value	addition	norm	at	40%	of	net	salesfor	
drones and drone components instead of 50%, another exceptional treatment given to the drone 
industry.		This	will	allow	widening	the	number	of	beneficiaries.

 ¾  The PLI scheme covers a wide variety of drone components:
 `  Airframe, propulsion systems(engine and electric), power systems, batteries and associated 

components, launch and recovery systems;
 ` 	Inertial	Measurement	Unit,	Inertial	Navigation	System,	flight	control	module,	ground	control	

station and associated components;
 `  Communications systems (radio frequency, transponders, satellite-based etc.)
 `  Cameras, sensors, spraying systems and related payload etc.;
 ` 	'Detect	and	Avoid’	system,	emergency	recovery	system,	trackers	etc.	and	other	components	

critical for safety and security.
 ¾ The list of eligible components may be expanded by the Government from time to time, as the 

drone technology evolves.
 ¾ The Government has agreed to widen the coverage of the incentive scheme to include developers 

of drone-related IT products also.
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 ¾  The Government has kept the eligibility norm for MSME and startups in terms of annual sales 
turnover at a nominal level - INR 2 cr (for drones) and INR 50 lakhs (for drone components).  
This	will	allow	widening	the	number	of	beneficiaries.

 ¾  Eligibility norm for non-MSME companies in terms of annual sales turnover has been kept at 
INR 4 crore (for drones) and INR 1 crore (for drone components).

 ¾  This scheme is announced just after the National Drone Policy and Drones Rules, 2021 was 
announced recently and tries to boost this sector.

 z  Points to focus
 ¾  Aatmanirbhar Bharat; Status of automobile sector in India, clusters, supply chain, logistics, 

Major Indian players, etc.;
 ¾  SEZ, R&D, Make in India, Global supply chains; China model, Korea model, Japan model, 

Vietnam model
 ¾  Ease of Doing Business, challenges, opportunities, IPR policy, funding, international 

collaboration, etc;
 ¾  Academia, man power, role of MSME, industry linkages, internships and projects, 

entrepreneurship etc.; 
 ¾  UAV, development, production, use, threats, regulation, etc.;
 ¾  Areas of application, military UAVs used by India, Rustom, Guardian, statutory provisions, 

etc.;
 ¾  Ethical, legal, national security, social, economic, technological, administrative point of view

Reference: The Hindu; Indian Express; PIB;

4. NARCL – IDRCL: –  India’s ‘Bad Bank’

 z  Why in the news?
 ¾  The Union Cabinet has approved Central Government guarantee of Rs.30,600 crore to back 

Security Receipts (SRs) issued by National Asset Reconstruction Company Limited (NARCL) 
for acquiring stressed loan assets.

 ¾  India Debt Resolution Company Ltd (IDRCL), which has also been set up — will then try to 
sell the stressed assets in the market.

 ¾  Major highlights
 ¾  NARCL has been incorporated under the Companies Act and has applied to Reserve Bank of 

India for license as an Asset Reconstruction Company (ARC). 
 ¾  NARCL has been set up by banks to aggregate and consolidate stressed assets for their 

subsequent resolution. 
 ¾  PSBs will maintain 51% ownership in NARCL.
 ¾  GoI Guarantee of up to Rs 30,600 crore will back Security Receipts (SRs) issued by NARCL. 
 ¾  The guarantee will be valid for 5 years. 
 ¾  The condition precedent for invocation of guarantee would be resolution or liquidation. The 

guarantee shall cover the shortfall between the face value of the SR and the actual realisation. 
 ¾ 	GoI’s	guarantee	will	also	enhance	liquidity	of	SRs	as	such	SRs	are	tradable.
 ¾  The NARCL will acquire assets by making an offer to the lead bank.
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 ¾  Capitalization of NARCL would be through equity from banks and Non-Banking Financial 
Companies (NBFCs). it will also raise debt as required.

 ¾ 	NARCL	is	intended	to	resolve	stressed	loan	assets	above	₹500	crore	each	amounting	to	about	
₹	2	lakh	crore.	

 ¾  In phase I, fully provisioned assets of about Rs. 90,000 crores are expected to be transferred to 
NARCL, while the remaining assets with lower provisions would be transferred in phase II.

 ¾  NARCL proposes to acquire stressed assets of about Rs. 2 Lakh crore in phases within extant 
regulations of RBI. It intends to acquire these through 15% Cash and 85% in Security Receipts 
(SRs).

 ¾  IDRCL is a service company/operational entity which will manage the asset and engage market 
professionals and turnaround experts. Public Sector Banks (PSBs) and Public FIs will hold a 
maximum of 49% stake and the rest will be with private sector lenders

 ¾ 	The	NARCL	will	acquire	assets	by	making	an	offer	to	the	lead	bank.	Once	NARCL’s	offer	is	
accepted, then, IDRCL will be engaged for management and value addition.

 ¾  The NARCL - IDRCL structure will assist in consolidation of debt, currently fragmented across 
various lenders, thus leading to faster, single point decision making including through IBC 
processes, where applicable. 

 ¾  It will incentivize quicker action on resolving stressed assets thereby helping in better value 
realization. India Debt Resolution Company Limited (IDRCL) will engage market expertise for 
value enhancement. 

 ¾  This approach will also permit freeing up of personnel in banks to focus on increasing business 
and credit growth. 

 ¾  Bad Bank
 ¾ 	A	bad	bank	is	a	corporate	entity	that	alienates	illiquid	and	risky	assets	held	by	banks	and	financial	

institutions or a group of banks. 
 ¾  It is created to help banks clean their balance sheets by transferring their bad loans so that the 

banks can focus on their core business of taking deposits and lending money.
 ¾ 	The	first	 bad	bank	 in	 the	world	was	 created	 in	1988	by	US-based	Mellon	Bank	 to	hold	 its	

stressed assets. 
 ¾  Following this success, it became a phenomenon of sorts and the model was followed in several 

countries such as the US, Finland, Sweden, Indonesia and Belgium. 
 ¾  Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code (IBC), strengthening of Securitization and Reconstruction of 

Financial Assets and Enforcement of Securities Interest (SARFAESI Act) and Debt Recovery 
Tribunals, as well as setting up of dedicated Stressed Asset Management Verticals (SAMVs) in 
banks for large-value NPA accounts have brought sharper focus on recovery. 

 ¾  In spite of these efforts, substantial amount of NPAs continue on balance sheets of banks 
primarily because the stock of bad loans as revealed by the Asset Quality Review is not only 
large but fragmented across various lenders.

 ¾  Government's 4 R strategy of Recognition, Resolution, Recapitalisation and Reform has led 
to a turnaround in performance of Public Sector Banks (PSBs). High levels of provisioning of 
legacy NPAs has presented an opportunity for additional measures for faster resolution. 

 ¾  The Union Budget 2021-22 had accordingly announced Government's intention to set up an 
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Asset Reconstruction Company (ARC) along with an Asset management Company AMC to 
consolidate and take over existing stressed debt and thereafter manage and dispose it off to 
buyers for value realization.

 ¾  NPA
 ¾  An asset, including a leased asset, becomes non-performing when it ceases to generate income 

for the bank. 
 ¾ 	A	‘non-performing	asset’	(NPA)	was	defined	as	a	credit	facility	in	respect	of	which	the	interest	
and/	or	instalment	of	principal	has	remained	‘past	due’	for	a	specified	period	of	time.	

 ¾ 	This	specified	period	of	time	of	default	or	past	due	is	now	90	days,	however	interest	and/or	
instalment of principal remains overdue for two harvest seasons but for a period not exceeding 
two half years in the case of an advance granted for agricultural purposes will be considered 
NPA

 ¾  Banks are required to classify non-performing assets further into the following three categories 
based on the period for which the asset has remained non-performing and the realisability of the 
dues:

 ¾  Sub-standard Assets
 ¾  Doubtful Assets
 ¾  Loss Assets
 ¾ 	An	asset	would	be	classified	as	sub-standard	if	it	remained	NPA	for	a	period	less	than	or	equal	

to 12 months.
 ¾ 	An	 asset	 is	 required	 to	 be	 classified	 as	 doubtful,	 if	 it	 has	 remained	NPA	 for	more	 than	 12	

months.
 ¾ 	A	loss	asset	is	one	where	loss	has	been	identified	by	the	bank	or	internal	or	external	auditors	or	

the RBI inspection but the amount has not been written off wholly. 
 z  Points to focus

 ¾  Indian economy, role of Banks, their operations, role of RBI, etc.;
 ¾  Issue of vested interest vs prudence, twin balance sheet issue, Mission Indradhanush, 4R, Asset 

risk analysis, CRAR, Basel Norms, etc.;
 ¾  Best international practices, role of ARC, IBC, SARFESI and other statutory provisions, etc.;
 ¾ Reference: - The Hindu; RBI; Indian Express; PIB;

5. All India Debt & Investment Survey

 z  What is it?
 ¾ 	The	National	Statistical	Office	(NSO),	Ministry	of	Statistics	and	Programme	Implementation	

has conducted the latest survey on All India Debt & Investment Survey during the period 
January – December, 2019 as a part of 77th round of National Sample Survey (NSS)

 ¾  The main objective of the survey on Debt & Investment was to collect basic quantitative 
information on the assets and liabilities of the households as on 30.6.2018. 

 ¾  Besides, the survey gathered information on the amount of capital expenditure incurred by 
the households during the Agricultural Year 2018-19 (July-June), under different heads, like 
residential buildings, farm business and non-farm business.

 ¾  The following indicators were generated from the survey of All India Debt & Investment:
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 ¾ 	Average	value	of	Assets	(AVA):	The	average	value	of	all	the	physical	and	financial	assets	owned	
per household as on 30.06.2018.

 ¾  Incidence of Indebtedness (IOI): The percentage of the indebted households as on 30.06.2018.
 ¾  Average amount of Debt (AOD): The average amount of cash dues as on 30.06.2018 per 

household.
 ¾ Average Fixed Capital Expenditure by the households during 01.07.2018 to 30.06.2019  

 z  Major highlights 
 ¾ 	In	Rural	India,	97.5%	households	owned	physical	assets	&	96.6%	households	owned	financial	

assets
 ¾ 	In	Urban	India,	85.4%	households	owned	physical	assets	&	94.7%	households	owned	financial	

assets
 ¾ 	Average	value	of	physical	asset	per	household	was	Rs.	15,19,771	and	average	value	for	financial	

asset was Rs. 72,608  in Rural India
 ¾ 	Average	value	of	physical	asset	per	household	was	Rs.	24,65,277	and	Average	value	of	financial	

asset per household was Rs. 2,51,804 in Urban India
 ¾  Land and building together, in Rural India, jointly holding 91% share in the total value of asset, 

with land having 69% share and buildings 22% share followed by deposits (5%) and other 
assets (4%).

 ¾  Share of land in total value of assets is around 49% in Urban India followed by building (38 %), 
deposits (9%) and other assets (4%).

 ¾  Incidence of Indebtedness was about 35% in Rural India compared to 22.4% in Urban India
 ¾  In Rural India,17.8% households were indebted to institutional credit agencies only against 

14.5% households in Urban India
 ¾  Average amount of debt was Rs. 59,748 among rural households 
 ¾  Average amount of debt was Rs. 1,20,336 among urban households
 ¾  Average amount of debt was Rs. 1,70,533 among indebted households in Rural India 
 ¾  Average amount of debt was Rs. 5,36,861 among indebted households in Urban India
 ¾ 	About	35%	of	the	rural	households	reported	incurring	expenditure	towards	formation	of	fixed	

capital 
 ¾ 	About	15%	of	the	urban	households	reported	incurring	expenditure	towards	formation	of	fixed	

capital
 ¾ 	The	average	fixed	capital	expenditure	incurred	per	household	was	Rs.	8,966	in	Rural	India
 ¾ 	The	average	fixed	capital	expenditure	incurred	per	household	was	Rs.	10,863	in	Urban	India
 ¾  About 84.4 % of the population of age 18 years and above had deposit account in Banks in 

Rural India (88.1% male and 80.7% female)
 ¾  About 85.2 % of the population of age 18 years and above had deposit account in Banks in 

Urban India (89.0% male and 81.3% female).
 z  Points to focus

 ¾  Indian economy, PCI, mode of incomes in urban and rural India, mode of loan access, 
expenditure, formal credit, bank accounts, etc.;

 ¾  Major government interventions, schemes like Jan Dhan Yojna, etc.;   
Reference: - Indian Express; The Hindu; MoSPI; PIB;
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6. AUKUS

 z  Why in the news
 ¾  Australia, the US and the UK have announced a new trilateral program AUKUS
 ¾  About AUKUS
 ¾ 	It	 stands	 for	Australia,	 UK	 and	US	 and	 aims	 to	 help	modernise	 the	 primary	 beneficiary	 –	
Australia	–	over	the	coming	decades	to	take	up	security	challenges	in	the	Indo-Pacific.	

 ¾  The plan is to give access to cutting edge military technology to Australia by its two partners, 
including	futuristic	capabilities	like	artificial	intelligence	and	quantum	technologies	

 ¾  The US and the UK will share technology to construct nuclear powered submarines with 
Australia. 

 ¾  At least eight nuclear powered but conventionally armed submarines will be operated by the 
Royal Australian Navy. 

 ¾ 	This	could	make	Australia	the	first	nation	that	does	not	have	a	nuclear	weapons	program	but	
will operate nuclear powered boats

 ¾  Australia will acquire long range strike capabilities for its armed forces. 
 ¾  In the next decade it will acquire Tomahawk cruise missiles, Joint Air to Surface Standoff 

Missiles with a range of 900 km, Long Range Anti Ship missiles and precision strike guided 
missiles for its land forces.

 ¾  Apart from UK, Australia and USA are member of QUAD.
 ¾  As Australia gets stronger, so will the QUAD and help maintain balance in the region. 

 z  Points to focus
 ¾ 	Mapping,	Indo-	Pacific,	QUAD,	NATO,	SCO,	etc.;
 ¾  Types of submarines, nuclear technology, its use, nuclear free zones, etc.;
 ¾ 	India’s	role	in	Indo	–Pacific,	India’s	maritime	policy,	foreign	policy	and	relations	with	major	
powers,	SAGAR,	Blue	water	Navy,	first	responder,	etc.;

 ¾ Reference: - Indian Express; The Hindu;

7. UNSC Resolution 1172 

 z  Why in the news?
 ¾ 	China	has	objected	India’s	testing	of	Agni	5	ICBM	citing	UNSCR	-	1172.

 z  What is UNSCR – 1172?
 ¾  United Nations Security Council resolution 1172, adopted unanimously on 6 June 1998, after 

hearing of nuclear tests conducted by India and Pakistan in May 1998, the Council condemned 
the tests and demanded that both countries refrain from engaging in further tests 

 ¾  The Security Council condemned the Indian Pokhran-II test on 11 and 13 May and the Pakistani 
Chagai-I test on 28 and 30 May. 

 ¾  It demanded that both countries stop testing immediately and asked all countries to no longer 
carry out nuclear weapons tests. 

 ¾  India and Pakistan were also asked to show restraint, refrain from provocative moves and to 
resume dialogue.
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 ¾  Both countries were also called upon to cease their nuclear weapons programmes, cease 
developing	ballistic	missiles	and	fissile	material.	

 ¾  All countries were urged to prohibit the export of equipment, materials or technology that could 
in any way assist programmes in either country. 

 ¾  The resolution recognised that the tests constituted a serious threat towards global non-
proliferation and disarmament.

 z  UNSC
 ¾  The United Nations Charter established six main organs of the United Nations, including the 

Security Council.
 ¾  It has primary responsibility, under the UN Charter, for the maintenance of international peace 

and security. 
 ¾ 	The	Security	Council	held	its	first	session	on	17	January	1946	at	Church	House,	Westminster,	

London. 
 ¾ 	Since	its	first	meeting,	the	Security	Council	has	taken	permanent	residence	at	the	United	Nations	

Headquarters in New York City
 ¾  It has 15 Members (5 permanent and 10 non-permanent members). 
 ¾ 	Each	year	the	General	Assembly	elects	five	non-permanent	members	(out	of	10	in	total)	for	a	

two-year term. 
 ¾  In accordance with the General Assembly resolution 1991 (XVIII) of 17 December 1963, the 10 
non-permanent	seats	are	distributed	on	a	regional	basis	as	follows:	five	for	African	and	Asian	
States; one for Eastern European States; two for the Latin American and Caribbean States; and 
two for Western European and other States.

 ¾  Each Member has one vote
 ¾  The permanent members have Veto power. The non-permanent members have collective Veto 

as any resolution needs at least 9 votes to pass.
 ¾  All members of the United Nations agree to accept and carry out the decisions of the Security 

Council. 
 ¾  While other organs of the United Nations make recommendations to member states, only the 

Security Council has the power to make decisions that member states are then obligated to 
implement under the Charter.

 ¾ 	When	a	complaint	concerning	a	threat	to	peace	is	brought	before	it,	the	Council’s	first	action	is	
usually to recommend that the parties try to reach agreement by peaceful means. The Council 
may:

 ¾  set forth principles for such an agreement;
 ¾  undertake investigation and mediation, in some cases;
 ¾  dispatch a mission;
 ¾  appoint special envoys; or
 ¾ 	request	 the	Secretary-General	 to	 use	 his	 good	 offices	 to	 achieve	 a	 pacific	 settlement	 of	 the	

dispute.
 ¾ 	When	a	dispute	leads	to	hostilities,	the	Council’s	primary	concern	is	to	bring	them	to	an	end	as	

soon as possible. In that case, the Council may:
 ¾ 	issue	ceasefire	directives	that	can	help	prevent	an	escalation	of	the	conflict;
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 ¾  dispatch military observers or a peacekeeping force to help reduce tensions, separate opposing 
forces and establish a calm in which peaceful settlements may be sought.

 ¾  Beyond this, the Council may opt for enforcement measures, including:
 ` 	economic	sanctions,	arms	embargoes,	financial	penalties	and	restrictions,	and	travel	bans;
 `  severance of diplomatic relations;
 `  blockade;
 `  or even collective military action.

 ¾ A chief concern is to focus action on those responsible for the policies or practices condemned 
by the international community, while minimizing the impact of the measures taken on other 
parts of the population and economy.

 ¾  Under the United Nations Charter, the functions and powers of the Security Council are:
 `  to maintain international peace and security in accordance with the principles and purposes 

of the United Nations;
 `  to investigate any dispute or situation which might lead to international friction;
 `  to recommend methods of adjusting such disputes or the terms of settlement;
 `  to formulate plans for the establishment of a system to regulate armaments;
 `  to determine the existence of a threat to the peace or act of aggression and to recommend hat 

action should be taken;
 `  to call on Members to apply economic sanctions and other measures not involving the use of 

force to prevent or stop aggression;
 `  to take military action against an aggressor;
 `  to recommend the admission of new Members;
 ` 	to	exercise	the	trusteeship	functions	of	the	United	Nations	in	"strategic	areas";
 `  to recommend to the General Assembly the appointment of the Secretary-General and, 

together with the Assembly, to elect the Judges of the International Court of Justice.
 `  To recommend admission of new members to UNGA for membership of UNO

 ¾ 	Decisions	of	 the	Security	Council	on	all	other	matters	shall	be	made	by	an	affirmative	vote	
of nine members including the concurring votes of the permanent members; provided that, 
in decisions under Chapter VI, and under paragraph 3 of Article 52, a party to a dispute shall 
abstain from voting.

 ¾ 	It	was	agreed	by	the	drafters	that	if	any	one	of	the	five	permanent	members	cast	a	negative	vote	
in the 15-member Security Council, the resolution or decision would not be approved.

 ¾  If a permanent member does not fully agree with a proposed resolution but does not wish to 
cast a veto, it may choose to abstain, thus allowing the resolution to be adopted if it obtains the 
required number of nine favourable votes.

 z  Points to focus
 ¾ 	India’s	missile	program,	IGMDP,	nuclear	policy	of	India,	etc.;
 ¾ 	India’s	neighbourhood,	security	challenges,	etc.;
 ¾  MTCR, Australia group, NSG, NPT, CTBT, etc.; 
 ¾  UNO, UNSC, major resolutions, etc.;   

Reference: - The Hindu; Indian Express; UNO;
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8. Google abused Android dominance  

 z  What is it?
 ¾  Google abused the dominant position of its Android operating system in India, using its huge 
financial	muscle	to	illegally	hurt	competitors	as	per	a	CCI	(Competition	Commission	of	India)	
report. 

 ¾  Google reduced the ability and incentive of device manufacturers to develop and sell devices 
operating on alternative versions of Android.

 ¾  CCI ordered the probe in 2019, it said Google appeared to have leveraged its dominance to 
reduce device makers' ability to opt for alternate versions of its mobile operating system and 
force them to pre-install Google apps.

 ¾ 	CCI	also	said	in	the	report	that	the	mandatory	pre-installation	of	apps	"amounts	to	imposition	
of	unfair	condition	on	the	device	manufacturers"	in	violation	of	India's	competition	law,	while	
the company leveraged the position of its Play Store app store to protect its dominance.

 ¾ 	Last	year	CCI	ordered	a	detailed	probe	against	Goo¬gle	for	‘abuse’	of	its	domi¬nant	position,	
primarily with regard to its digital pay¬ments application GPay

 z  CCI
 ¾ 	CCI’s	goal	is	to	create	and	sustain	fair	competition	in	the	economy	that	will	provide	a	‘level	
playing	field’	to	the	producers	and	make	the	markets	work	for	the	welfare	of	the	consumers.	

 ¾  It is a statutory body formed under the provisions of Competition Act, 2002
 ¾  The Act prohibits anti-competitive agreements, abuse of dominant position by enterprises and 

regulates combinations (acquisition, acquiring of control and M&A), which causes or likely to 
cause an appreciable adverse effect on competition within India.

 ¾  CCI consists of a Chairperson and 6 Members appointed by the Central Government
 ¾  It is the duty of the Commission to eliminate practices having adverse effect on competition, 

promote and sustain competition, protect the interests of consumers and ensure freedom of 
trade in the markets of India.

 ¾  The Commission is also required to give opinion on competition issues on a reference received 
from a statutory authority established under any law and to undertake competition advocacy, 
create public awareness and impart training on competition issues.

 z  Point to focus
 ¾  Monopoly, anti-trust/anti-competition
 ¾  Type of economic models, market forces; policy of government
 ¾ 	Issue	of	global	giants,	their	influence,	misuse,	dangers,	etc.

Reference: - The Hindu; Indian Express; CCI
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9. HELINA (Helicopter based NAG) ATGM completes all trials

 z  What is it?
 ¾  The helicopter-launched Nag Anti-Tank Guided Missile (ATGM), HELINA, being developed 

indigenously, has completed all trials.
 ¾ 	HELINA	is	a	third	generation	fire	and	forget	class	ATGM	mounted	on	an	indigenous	Advanced	

Light Helicopter (ALH) and has a minimum range of 500 m and a maximum range of 7 km.
 ¾  The system has all weather day and night capability and can defeat battle tanks with conventional 

armour as well as explosive reactive armour. 
 ¾  The HELINA missile can engage targets both in direct hit mode as well as top attack mode. 
 ¾  HELINA Weapon Systems is being inducted into the Indian Army. 
 ¾  A variant of HELINA Weapon System called DHRUVASTRA is being inducted into the Indian 

Air Force (IAF).
 z  NAG ATGM

 ¾  NAG (meaning Cobra) is an anti-tank guided missile that can destroy enemy tanks miles away. 
One	of	 the	world’s	finest	 in	 its	class,	 the	all-weather	missile	with	day	and	night	capabilities	
comes in four variants that can be launched from land and air. 

 ¾  Developed by DRDO under the integrated guided missile development programme
 ¾ 	NAG	 is	 a	 fire-and-forget,	 lock-on-before-launch	missile.	The	missile	 locks	 target	 before	 its	
release.	The	missile	operators	first	locate	the	enemy	tanks	with	the	help	of	thermal	imaging.	
After identifying the target, a thermal reference image of the target is captured and locked into 
the	Nag’s	seeker	system.	

 ¾  The missile is launched towards the locked target with this reference image. As the missile 
moves towards the target at a high speed, it keeps capturing target images and cross-check it 
simultaneously with the reference image. Any deviations from the set path is corrected 

 ¾ 	There	are	only	two	other	fire-and-forget	missiles	in	the	world	that	can	be	compared	with	Nag	
— the American Javelin and the Israeli Spike.  

 ¾  While Javelin and Spike are lighter missiles that can be carried by a soldier, Nag is more 
powerful	as	its	infrared	seekers	can’t	be	jammed.	Nag’s	indigenously	developed	imaging	seeker	
and high-tech guidance system make it jam-proof 

 ¾  NAG has a minimum range of 500 metres and a maximum of 20 km, depending on the launch 
type. It has a top speed of 230 meter/second (or 828 km/hour).

 ¾  Following are the variants:
 `  Prospina (500m-4km): Prospina, the land version meant for infantry, can be launched from a 

tracking-cum-launch vehicle known as NAMICA (Nag Missile Carrier). The launch system 
is mounted on light infantry vehicle BMP-2 and can carry up to six missiles. 

 `  HeliNa (7-10km): It is a helicopter-launched version of NAG with an extended range. They 
are	mounted	on	HAL’s	ALH	“Dhruv”	and	LCH	“Rudra”.	

 `  Helina (SANT) (15-20 km): This is an upgraded version of the third-generation Helina with 
an extended range. The higher range and a new nose-mounted radar seeker help the missile 
launch	platform	stay	at	a	safe	distance,	to	evade	enemy	fire	

 `  Man Portable Anti-tank Guided Missile (MPATGM): This version is lighter (14.5 kg) in 
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comparison to other variants and can be launched from the shoulder. It has a strike range of 
2.5 km

 z  Points to Focus
 ¾ 	Indigenous	technology	in	defence	sector,	India’s	defence	industry	–	capabilities,	etc.;
 ¾ 	India’s	missile	program

References: - The Hindu; Indian Express; PIB; DRDO;

10. Exercise SURYA KIRAN 

 z  With whom?
 ¾  Indian Army and Nepalese Army.
 ¾  Highlights
 ¾  This is the 15th India-Nepal combined battalion level military training exercise ‘SURYA 
KIRAN’	and	will	be	held	at	Pithoragarh.	

 ¾  During the exercise, an Infantry Battalion each from the Indian Army and the Nepali Army will 
be training together to develop inter-operability and share their experience of counter terrorism 
operations and disaster relief operations.

 ¾  Around 650 defence personnel from both the Armies are participating in the event. 
 z  Points to focus

 ¾ 	India	–	Nepal	relationship,	India’s	relationship	with	neighbouring	nations,	role	of	India	in	the	
region, SAARC, BIMSTEC, etc.;

 ¾ 	Neighbourhood	first	policy,	Gujral	Doctrine,	Act	East,	etc.;
 ¾ 	India’s	other	military	exercises,	etc.;

Reference: - The Hindu; Indian Express; PIB;   

11. Exercise Samudra Shakti 

 z  With whom?
 ¾  Indian Navy and Indonesian Navy.

 z  Major highlights
 ¾  This is the 3rd edition of bilateral naval exercise.
 ¾  The exercise is held in Sunda Strait. 
 ¾  The exercise aims to strengthen the bilateral relationship, enhance mutual understanding and 

interoperability in maritime operations between the two navies. 
 ¾  The exercise will also provide an appropriate platform to share best practices and develop a 

common understanding of Maritime Security Operations.
 ¾  The participating Indian Navy ships Shivalik and Kadmatt are amongst the latest indigenously 

designed and built multi-role Guided Missile Stealth Frigate and Anti-Submarine Corvette 
respectively,	and	form	part	of	the	Indian	Navy’s	Eastern	Fleet.

 ¾ 	Indian	Navy’s	Anti-Submarine	Warfare	capable	Long	Range	Maritime	Reconnaissance	Aircraft	
P8I is also participating in the exercise.

 ¾ 	Exercise	‘Samudra	Shakti’	was	conceived	in	2018	as	a	bilateral	IN-IDN	exercise.	
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 ¾  The exercise has matured in complexity over the last two editions and will involve conduct 
of complex maritime operations including Military Interdiction Operations (MIO), Cross 
Deck Landings, Air Defence serials, Practice Weapon Firings, Replenishment Approaches and 
Tactical Manoeuvres. 

 z  Points to focus
 ¾ 	Mapping,	Indian	Ocean,	Pacific	Ocean,	ASEAN,	etc.;
 ¾ 	India	–	 Indonesia	 relationship,	 India’s	SAGAR	initiative,	first	 responder	 in	 the	 region,	Blue	

Water Navy, India – ASEAN relation, etc.;
 ¾ Reference: - The Hindu; Indian Express; PIB;

12. National Steering Committee for  
the Development of National Curriculum Frameworks (NCF)

 z  Why in the news? 
 ¾  The Ministry of Education has formed the National Steering Committee for the development of 

National Curriculum Frameworks which will be headed by former ISRO chief K Kasturirangan.
 z  About

 ¾  National Curriculum Framework (NCF), was last prepared in 2005 and before that, it was 
revised in 1975, 1988 and 2000.

 ¾  Following are the terms of reference of the committee:
 `  As per the perspectives of the NEP 2020, the Committee will develop four National Curriculum 

Frameworks- i.e., the National Curriculum Framework for School Education, National 
Curriculum for Early Childhood Care and Education, National Curriculum Framework for 
Teacher Education and National Curriculum Framework for Adult Education.

 `  The Committee will discuss different aspects of School Education, Early Childhood Care 
and Education (ECCE), Teacher Education and Adult Education keeping in focus all the 
recommendations of NEP 2020 related to these four areas for proposing curriculum reforms.

 ` 	The	Committee	will	discuss	the	position	papers	finalised	by	the	National	Focus	Groups	on	
different aspects of all the above four areas.

 `  The Committee will draw inputs from State Curriculum Frameworks received on the Tech 
Platform for the National Curriculum Frameworks.

 ` 	All	 the	 National	 Curriculum	 Frameworks	 would	 also	 reflect	 upon	 the	 implications	 of	
situations such as COVID-19 Pandemic on respective areas for future.

 `  While convening its meetings, committee may invite subject experts, scholars, educationists, 
etc. as and when required and deliberate and decide upon the course of actions with the 
objective to meet the timelines of the strategy for the development of National Curriculum 
Frameworks.

 ` 	The	Committee	will	finalise	National	Curriculum	Frameworks	after	incorporating	suggestions	
received from various stakeholders, i.e., states/UTs and also in the meetings of Executive 
Committee (EC) and General Body (GB) of the NCERT and Central Advisory Board on 
Education (CABE).

 ` 	Tenure	of	the	National	Steering	Committee	will	be	three	years	from	the	date	of	its	notification.
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 `  Director NCERT shall assist the SC to complete its module.
 `  Its Terms of Reference may be expanded as per the requirement.

 ¾ Ministry of Housing & Urban Affairs (MoHUA) has initiated (ARHCs) for urban migrants/
poor.

 z  Points to focus
 ¾  Education system in India, challenges, opportunities, interventions by the state, etc.;
 ¾ 	New	Education	Policy,	revision	of	curriculum,	its	significance,	standard	setting	for	states,	role	

of ICT, new age technology, etc.;
 ¾  Constitutional and statutory provisions, Nordic model, Japanese model, Delhi model, Best 

international practices, SDG, etc.;
 ¾ 	Ethical,	political,	scientific,	economic,	societal,	historic	perspective
 ¾ Reference: - Indian Express; The Hindu; MoE; PIB;

13. WHO’s Global Air Quality Guidelines (AQGs)

 z  Why in the news?
 ¾  Recently WHO has published the updated WHO Global Air Quality Guidelines (AQGs) 

providing recommendations on air quality guideline levels as well as interim targets for six key 
air pollutants

 z  Major highlights
 ¾  The guidelines focus on so-called classical pollutants, particulate matter (PM. and PM), ozone 

(O), nitrogen dioxide (NO), sulfur dioxide (SO) and carbon monoxide (CO). 
 ¾  They also offer qualitative statements on good practices for the management of certain types 
of	particulate	matter	(PM),	for	example,	black	carbon/elemental	carbon,	ultrafine	particles,	and	
particles	 originating	 from	 sand	 and	 dust	 storms,	 for	which	 there	 is	 insufficient	 quantitative	
evidence to derive AQG levels.

 ¾ 	Based	on	the	extensive	scientific	evidence	currently	available,	the	guidelines	identify	the	levels	
of air quality necessary to protect public health worldwide. 

 ¾  The AQGs also serve as a reference for assessing if, and by how much, the exposure of a 
population exceeds levels at which it might cause health concerns

 ¾  Since the last 2005 global update, there has been a marked increase in the quality and quantity 
of evidence that shows how air pollution affects different aspects of health. 

 ¾  For that reason, and after a systematic review of the accumulated evidence, several of the 
updated AQG values are now lower than 15 years ago. 

 ¾  There are also now clearer insights about sources of emissions and the contribution of air 
pollutants to the global burden of disease

 ¾  Every year, exposure to air pollution is estimated to cause 7 million premature deaths and result 
in the loss of millions more healthy years of life. 

 ¾  In children, this could include reduced lung growth and function, respiratory infections and 
aggravated asthma. 

 ¾  In adults, ischaemic heart disease and stroke are the most common causes of premature death 
attributable to outdoor air pollution, and evidence is also emerging of other effects such as 
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diabetes and neurodegenerative conditions. 
 ¾  This puts the burden of disease attributable to air pollution on a par with other major global 

health risks such as unhealthy diet and tobacco smoking.
 ¾  Both PM. and PM are capable of penetrating deep into the lungs but PMcan even enter the 

bloodstream, primarily resulting in cardiovascular and respiratory impacts, and also affecting 
other organs

 ¾  PM is primarily generated by fuel combustion in different sectors, including transport, energy, 
households, industry, and from agriculture

 ¾  Disparities in air pollution exposure are increasing worldwide, particularly as low- and middle-
income countries are experiencing growing levels of air pollution because of large-scale 
urbanization and economic development that has largely relied on the burning of fossil fuels.

 ¾  In 2019, more than 90% of the global population lived in areas where concentrations exceeded 
the 2005 WHO air quality guideline for long term exposure to PM.

 ¾  Almost 80% of deaths related to PMcould be avoided in the world if the current air pollution 
levels were reduced to those proposed in the updated guideline, according to a rapid scenario 
analysis performed by WHO

 z  What is Air Pollution?
 ¾  Air pollution is the contamination of the air we breathe, indoors or outdoors, by any chemical, 

physical or biological agent that is potentially threatening to human and ecosystem health. 
 ¾  The pollutants with the most robust evidence for public health concern include particulate 

matter (PM), ozone (O), nitrogen dioxide (NO) and sulfur dioxide (SO) and carbon monoxide 
(CO).

 ¾  Air pollution originates from numerous sources of emission, both natural and anthropogenic 
(resulting from human activity). 

 ¾  The main sources of anthropogenic air pollution can vary geographically, but include the energy 
sector, the transport sector, domestic cooking and heating, waste dump sites, and industrial 
activities and agriculture. 

 ¾ 	The	process	of	combustion	is	the	greatest	contributor	to	air	pollution,	in	particular	the	inefficient	
combustion of fossil fuels and biomass to generate energy. 

 ¾  In indoor environments, the use of solid fuels and kerosene in unvented heating and cooking 
stoves, tobacco combustion and combustion for other purposes, such as cultural or religious 
practices, are important as well.

 ¾ Where does India stand??
 z  National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS)

 ¾ 	NAAQs	are	the	standards	for	ambient	air	quality	with	reference	to	various	identified	pollutant	
notified	by	the	CPCB	under	the	Air	(Prevention	and	Control	of	Pollution)	Act,	1981.	

 ¾  Objectives of NAAQS are:
 `  to indicate necessary air quality levels and appropriate margins required to ensure the 

protection of vegetation, health, and property,
 `  to provide a uniform yardstick for the assessment of air quality at the national level
 `  to indicate the extent and need of the monitoring programme.

 ¾  These standards are developed for 12 pollutants
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 z  National Air Quality Index (AQI)
 ¾  AQI was launched in April, 2015 starting with 14 cities and now extended to 71 cities in 17 

states. 
 ¾  The AQI is a tool for the effective communication of air quality status to people in terms, which 

are easy to understand
 ¾  It transforms complex air quality data of various pollutants into a single number (index value), 

nomenclature and colour.
 ¾  There are six AQI categories, namely, good, satisfactory, moderately polluted, poor, very poor, 

and severe.
 ¾  Each of these categories is decided based on the ambient concentration values of air pollutants 

and their likely health impacts (known as health breakpoints)
 ¾  The AQ sub-index and health breakpoints are evolved for eight pollutants (PM10, PM2.5, NO2, 

SO2, CO, O3, NH3, and Lead (Pb)) for which short-term (upto 24-hours) National Ambient Air 
Quality Standards are prescribed.

 ¾  Based on the measured ambient concentrations of a pollutant, sub-index is calculated, which is 
a linear function of concentration (e.g. the sub-index for PM2.5 will be 51 at concentration 31 
µg/m3, 100 at concentration 60 µg/m3, and 75 at concentration of 45 µg/m3). The worst sub-
index determines the overall AQI

 ¾  As we can see, the Indian standards are far lower than the WHO recommended standards.
 z  Point to focus

 ¾  Air pollution, pollutants and their source, impact on health
 ¾ 	India’s	geographical	location	and	impact	of	pollution
 ¾  Constitutional and statutory provisions, technology solutions, etc.;   

Reference: - Indian Express; The Hindu, WHO;

14. 2,500 horns of rhino burned 

 z  Why in the news?
 ¾ 	On	World	Rhino	Day	 (22nd	 Sept)	 the	Kaziranga	NP	 authorities	 burned	 the	world’s	 largest	

stockpile of rhino horns. 
 z  Greater One Horned Rhinoceros / Indian Rhinoceros

 ¾  The greater one-horned rhino (or “Indian rhino”) (Rhinoceros unicornis) is the largest of the 
rhino species.

 ¾  It is the largest of all the Asian rhinos. Considered to be the most amphibious of all the rhino 
species, the Indian rhino is an excellent swimmer. 

 ¾  It can run at speeds of up to 55km/hr for short periods of time. 
 ¾  Though it has an excellent sense of hearing and smell, its eyesight is relatively poor.
 ¾  Once widespread across the entire northern part of the Indian sub-continent, rhino populations 

plummeted as they were hunted for sport or killed as agricultural pests. 
 ¾ 	It	is	also	a	paradox	that	they	have	significant	cultural	significance	especially	in	eastern	India	yet	

they were brought near extinction. 
 ¾  This pushed the species very close to extinction and by the start of the 20th century, around 200 
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wild greater one-horned rhinos remained.
 ¾ 	The	greater	one-horned	rhino	is	identified	by	a	single	black	horn	about	8-25	inches	long	and	a	

grey-brown hide with skin folds, which gives it an armor-plated appearance.
 ¾  They primarily graze, with a diet consisting almost entirely of grasses as well as leaves, branches 

of shrubs and trees, fruit, and aquatic plants
 ¾ 	The	preferred	habitat	of	an	Indian	rhinoceros	is	alluvial	flood	plains	and	areas	containing	tall	

grasslands along the foothills of the Himalayas. 
 ¾  Formerly, extensively distributed in the Gangetic plains, today the species is restricted to small 

habitats in Indo-Nepal terai and northern West Bengal and Assam. In India, rhinos are mainly 
found in Kaziranga NP, Pobitara WLS, Orang NP, Manas NP in Assam, Jaldapara NP and 
Garumara NP in West Bengal and Dudhwa TR in Uttar Pradesh.

 ¾  Kaziranga National Park alone had an estimated population of over 2,500 rhinos. Pobitora 
Wildlife Sanctuary in Assam has the highest density of Indian rhinos in the world with over 80 
individuals in an area of 38.80 km2

 ¾  India now hosts over 3500 wild rhinos. With few hundred shared with Nepal and Bhutan
 ¾  The recovery of the greater one-horned rhino is among the greatest conservation success stories 

in Asia.
 ¾  IUCN status – Vulnerable
 ¾  The species is protected under Schedule I of WPA, 1972 and Appendix I of CITES.
 ¾ 	The	major	threat	to	rhinos	is	habitat	degradation,	poaching,	conflict	with	humans	and	deaths	
due	to	flooding.	The	rhinos	are	also	vulnerable	to	diseases	spread	by	parasites

 z  Point to focus
 ¾  Mapping; Indian Rhino Vision 2020, Project tiger, elephant
 ¾  Biodiversity in India; Hotspots in India; Constitutional and statutory provisions
 ¾  Other threatened species and their recovery program, role of community, economic dimensions, 

enforcement of laws, etc;
 ¾  Protection programs run by India, Indian model of conservation
 ¾  International efforts, UNFCCC, UNCBD, UNCCD, CITES, CMS etc. 
 ¾  Types of conservation area, threats, impact of climate change, etc  
 ¾ Reference: - Indian Express; The Hindu; WWF; Govt. of Assam;

15.	2	More	beaches	get	Blue	Flag	Cerificate

 z  Why in the news?
 ¾ 	Kovalam	in	Tamil	Nadu	and	Eden	in	Puducherry	have	been	awarded	with	Blue	Flag	certificate	

by FEE (Foundation for Environment Education).
 ¾  India now has 10 Blue Flag beaches:

 `  Shivrajpur-Gujarat, 
 `  Ghoghla-Diu, 
 `  Kasarko - Karnataka 
 `  Padubidri-Karnataka, 
 `  Kappad-Kerala, 
 `  Rushikonda- Andhra Pradesh, 
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 `  Golden-Odisha 
 `  Radhanagar- Andaman and Nicobar
 `  Eden – Puducherry
 `  Kovalam – Tamil Nadu

 z  About
 ¾  A programme promoting sound environmental education and sustainable management of 

beaches, marinas and boating operators worldwide
 ¾ 	The	certification	is	awarded	by	the	Denmark-based	non-profit	Foundation	for	Environmental	

Education
 ¾  It is awarded annually to beaches and marinas in FEE member countries.
 ¾  The Blue Flag programme was started in France in 1985 and in areas out of Europe in 2001
 ¾  Now 47 members are part of this initiative
 ¾  33 stringent criteria under 4 major heads – 

 `  environmental education and information, 
 `  bathing water quality, 
 `  environment management and conservation, 
 `  safety and services at the beaches

 ¾ These 33 criteria are also linked with SDG
 ¾  The mission of Blue Flag is to promote sustainability in the tourism sector, through environmental 

education, environmental protection and other sustainable development practices
 ¾  Blue Flag also campaigns against disparity, inequality, unemployment, health threats, depletion 

of natural resources, environmental threats, pollution and general environmental degradation
 z  Blue Flag Beaches Program in India

 ¾ 	Chandrabhaga	beach	of	Odisha's	Konark	coast	was	the	first	 to	complete	the	tag	certification	
process

 ¾  The Indian beaches are being developed by the Society for Integrated Coastal Management 
(SICOM), an environment ministry's body working for the management of coastal areas, 
according	to	the	Blue	Flag	certification	standards.

 ¾ 	The	 environment	ministry	 started	 a	 pilot	 project	 called	Unified	Coastal	Areas	Management	
Programme to develop the Indian beaches according to the Blue Flag standards in December 
2017.	13	beaches	from	the	coastal	states	had	been	chosen	for	the	Blue	Flag	certification	under	
the project. For this, these beaches are being developed in accordance with the Blue Flag beach 
standards. 

 ¾  This project has two main aims. Firstly, to improve the aquatic habitat by cleaning the growing 
pollution and garbage in the Indian beaches. Secondly, to develop ecological tourism with 
constant progress and development of tourist facilities.

 ¾ 	July	2019	notification,	the	Environment	Ministry	identified	the	following	candidate	beaches	in	
India	for	Blue	Flag	certification:	

 `  Shivrajpur (Devbhumi Dwarka, Gujarat), 
 `  Bhogave (Sindhudurg, Maharashtra), 
 `  Ghoghla (Diu, Daman and Diu), 
 `  Miramar (Panjim, Goa), 
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 `  Kasarkod (Karwar, Karnataka), 
 `  Padubidri (Udupi, Karnataka), 
 `  Kappad (Kozhikode, Kerala) – 170 men led by Vasco- da-Gama landed here
 `  Eden (Puducherry), 
 `  Mahabalipuram (Kanchipuram, Tamil Nadu), 
 `  Rushikonda (Visakhapatnam, Andhra Pradesh), 
 `  Golden (Puri, Odisha), 
 ` Radhanagar (Havelock Is. Andaman & Nicobar)

 ¾  Society of Integrated Coastal Management MoEFCC, in its pursuit of “Sustainable Development” 
of	the	coastal	regions	of	India	embarked	upon	a	highly	acclaimed	&	flagship	program	“BEAMS”	
(Beach Environment & Aesthetics Management Services) under its ICZM (Integrated Coastal 
Zone Management) project. This was aimed at striving for the coveted International eco-label 
"Blue	flag”

 ¾  The objective of the BEAMS program is 
 `  to abate pollution in coastal waters & beaches, 
 `  promote sustainable development of beach amenities/ facilities, 
 `  protect & conserve coastal ecosystems & natural resources and 
 `  encourage local authorities & stakeholders to strive and maintain high standards of 

cleanliness, hygiene, safety and 
 `  security for beachgoers in accordance with coastal environment norms & regulations. 

 ¾  This program promotes beach tourism and recreation in absolute harmony with nature; and is 
unique in that sense

 z  Points to focus
 ¾  Swachh Bharat Mission; Sustainable development, People led movement
 ¾  SDG targets
 ¾  Other such initiatives

Reference: - The Hindu; Indian Express; MoEFCC; Blue Flag; Livemint; PIB

16. Scheme for “Promotion of Medical Device Parks

 z  Why in the news?
 ¾ 	The	Department	of	Pharmaceuticals	has	notified	the	Scheme	for	“Promotion	of	Medical	Device	

Parks”.
 z  Major highlights

 ¾  The Medical Devices Parks to be developed under the scheme will provide common infrastructure 
facilities at one place thereby creating a robust ecosystem for the medical device manufacturing 
in	the	country	and	also	reducing	the	manufacturing	cost	significantly.	

 ¾ 	The	total	financial	outlay	of	the	scheme	is	Rs.	400	crore	and	the	tenure	of	the	scheme	is	from	
FY 2020-2021 to FY 2024-2025. 

 ¾ 	The	financial	assistance	to	a	selected	Medical	Device	Park	would	be	70%	of	the	project	cost	of	
common infrastructure facilities. 

 ¾ 	In	 case	 of	North	Eastern	 States	 and	Hilly	 States,	 financial	 assistance	would	 be	 90%	of	 the	
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project cost. Maximum assistance under the scheme for one Medical Device Park would be 
limited to Rs. 100 crores.

 ¾  The scheme has the following objectives:
 `  Easy access to standard testing and infrastructure facilities through creation of world class 
common	 infrastructure	 facilities	 for	 increased	 competitiveness	will	 result	 into	 significant	
reduction of the cost of production of medical devices leading to better availability and 
affordability of medical devices in the domestic market.

 ` 	Reaping	the	benefits	arising	due	to	optimization	of	resources	and	economies	of	scale.
 ¾  Proposal from 16 States/UTs were received under the scheme. The selection of the States/UTs 
is	based	on	the	challenge	method,	which	is	reflected	in	the	evaluation	criteria	of	the	scheme.

 ¾  The ranking methodology for States/UTs is based on the parameters prescribed in the scheme 
guidelines such as utility charges, State policy incentives, total area of the park, land lease rate, 
connectivity of the park, ease of doing business ranking, availability of technical manpower etc. 

 ¾  Based on the evaluation, the proposals of State Government of Himachal Pradesh, Tamil Nadu, 
Madhya Pradesh and Uttar Pradesh have been given “in-principle” approval under the scheme. 

 ¾ 	Further	qualitative	assessment	of	the	said	States	in	terms	of	their	fiscal	capability,	ecosystem	
attractiveness and industrial presence also validated the selection of these States.

 ¾ 	The	scheme	reflects	the	spirit	of	co-operative	federalism	where	the	Central	Government	and	
State Governments will partner to develop the Medial Device parks for better performance of 
the sector.

 ¾  This sector is considered as a sunrise sector and can drive a major healthcare industry for the 
world.

 z  Points to focus
 ¾  Healthcare sector, medical electronics sector, opportunities and challenges, etc.;
 ¾  Role of academia, industry, skilled manpower, export and manufacturing policy, PLI scheme 

extension, industrial clusters, logistic and infrastructure, etc.;
 ¾  Ease of doing business, New education policy, Skill India, stand up India, Digital India, etc.  

Reference: - The Hindu; Indian Express; PIB; 

17. 56 C-295 MW transport aircraft for IAF 

 z  About
 ¾  Ministry of Defence (MoD) signed a contract with M/s Airbus Defence and Space, Spain for 

acquisition of 56 C-295MW transport aircraft for the Indian Air Force. 
 ¾  The MoD has also signed an Offset Contract with M/s Airbus Defence and Space through which 

M/s Airbus will discharge its offset obligations through direct purchase of eligible products and 
services from Indian Offset Partners.

 ¾  Out of 56, forty aircraft will be manufactured in India by TATA Consortium.
 ¾  All the deliveries will be completed within ten years of signing of the contract. 
 ¾  All 56 aircraft will be installed with indigenous Electronic Warfare Suite. 
 ¾  After completion of the delivery, the subsequent aircraft manufactured in India can be exported  

countries which are cleared by the Government of India
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 ¾  C – 295 MW will replace the Avro transport aircraft which India brought in the 1960s.
 ¾ 	This	is	the	first	project	of	its	kind	in	which	a	military	aircraft	will	be	manufactured	in	India	

under technology transfer by the private sector..
 ¾  The C – 295, having 5-10 tonne capacity, is used for tactical transport of up to 71 troops or 50 

paratroopers, and for logistic operations to locations that are not accessible to current heavier 
aircraft. 

 ¾  It also has a proven capability of operating from short or unprepared airstrips.
 ¾  The C-295 is capable of performing a wide variety of missions effectively: tactical and logistical 

transport, parachute and cargo drop, medical evacuation, and maritime patrol.
 z  Point to focus

 ¾  Indian Air Force, aircrafts types, indigenous and foreign origin, role of DPSU, private sector, 
etc.;

 ¾  Aatmanirbhar Bharat, negative import list, Make in India, defence procurement and 
manufacturing policy, etc.;

 ¾  India – EU relationship, military exercises, etc.;
 ¾ Reference: - Indian Express; The Hindu; PIB; Airbus;

18. Ayushman Bharat Digital Mission (ABDM) 

 z  Why in the news? 
 ¾  PM launched the Ayushman Bharat Digital Mission recently. 

 z  About ABDM
 ¾  The Ayushman Bharat Digital Mission (ABDM) aims to develop the backbone necessary to 

support the integrated digital health infrastructure of the country. 
 ¾  It will bridge the existing gap amongst different stakeholders of Healthcare ecosystem through 

digital highways. 
 ¾  To strengthen the accessibility and equity of health services, including continuum of care with 

citizen as the owner of data, in a holistic healthcare programme approach leveraging IT & 
associated	technologies	and	support	the	existing	health	systems	in	a	‘citizen-centric’	approach,	
the	ABDM	envisages	the	following	specific	objectives:

 `  To establish state-of-the-art digital health systems, to manage the core digital health data, 
and the infrastructure required for its seamless exchange; 

 `  To establish registries at appropriate level to create single source of truth in respect of clinical 
establishments, healthcare professionals, health workers, drugs and pharmacies;

 `  To enforce adoption of open standards by all national digital health stakeholders;
 `  To create a system of personal health records, based on international standards, easily 

accessible to individuals and healthcare professionals and services providers, based on 
individual’s	informed	consent;

 `  To promote development of enterprise-class health application systems with a special focus 
on achieving the Sustainable Development Goals for health;

 `  To adopt the best principles of cooperative federalism while working with the States and 
Union Territories for the realization of the vision;
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 `  To ensure that the healthcare institutions and professionals in the private sector participate 
actively with public health authorities in the building of the ABDM, through a combination 
of prescription and promotion;

 `  To ensure national portability in the provision of health services;
 `  To promote the use of clinical decision support (CDS) systems by health professionals and 

practitioners;
 `  To promote a better management of the health sector leveraging health data analytics and 

medical research;
 ` 	To	provide	for	enhancing	the	efficiency	and	effectiveness	of	governance	at	all	levels;
 `  To support effective steps being taken for ensuring quality of healthcare; and
 `  To strengthen existing health information systems, by ensuring their conformity with the 
defined	standards	and	integration	with	the	proposed	ABDM.

 ¾ The	 current	 strong	 public	 digital	 infrastructure—including	 that	 related	 to	Aadhaar,	 Unified	
Payments Interface and wide reach of the Internet and mobile phones (JAM trinity) —provides 
a strong platform for establishing the building blocks of ABDM. 

 ¾  The existing ability to digitally identify people, doctors, and health facilities, facilitate electronic 
signatures, ensure non-repudiable contracts, make paperless payments, securely store digital 
records, and contact people provide opportunities to streamline healthcare information through 
digital management.

 ¾ 	The	National	Health	 Policy	 2017,	 had	 envisaged	 a	 digital	 health	mission/profile	 for	 all	 the	
citizens. 

 ¾  The Ministry of Rural Development (MRD), Govt of India is monitoring the entire implementation 
of this scheme in association with state governments

 ¾  Ayushman Bharat—Pradhan Mantri Jan Arogya Yojana (AB-PMJAY) has successfully used 
the available public digital infrastructure to provide end-to-end services through an information 
technology	(IT)	platform	from	identification	of	beneficiaries	to	their	admission	and	treatment	
in hospitals to their discharge and paperless payment to hospitals.

 ¾ 	Emerging	technologies	such	as	artificial	intelligence,	the	internet	of	things	(IoT),	Blockchain	
and cloud computing provide additional opportunities for facilitating a more holistic digital 
health ecosystem, that can increase the equitable access to health services, improve health 
outcomes and reduce costs.

 ¾  ABDM shall create a seamless online platform “through the provision of a wide-range of 
data, information and infrastructure services, duly leveraging open, interoperable, standards-
based	digital	systems”	while	ensuring	the	security,	confidentiality	and	privacy	of	health-related	
personal information.

 ¾  ABDM shall have the following components:
 ¾  Unique Health ID for all the citizens – 

 z  The 14 digit random Health ID will be used for the purposes of uniquely identifying persons, 
authenticating them, and threading their health records (only with the informed consent of the 
patient) across multiple systems and stakeholders.

 z  It enables your interaction with participating healthcare providers, and allows you to receive your 
digital	lab	reports,	prescriptions	and	diagnosis	seamlessly	from	verified	healthcare	professionals	
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and health service providers
 z  In order to issue the UHID, the system must collect certain basic details including demographic 

and location, family/relationship, and contact details. Ability to update contact information easily 
is the key

 z  This is voluntary and also one can delete the health id and all the data once they opt-out of the 
system

 ¾  Healthcare Professionals Registry (HPR) –
 z  It is a comprehensive repository of all healthcare professionals involved in delivery of healthcare 

services across both modern and traditional systems of medicine. 
 z 	Enrolling	in	 the	Healthcare	Professionals	Registry	will	enable	them	to	get	connected	to	India’s	

digital health ecosystem.
 ¾  Health Facility Registry (HFR) –

 z  It is a comprehensive repository of health facilities of the nation across different systems of 
medicine. 

 z  It includes both public and private health facilities including hospitals, clinics, diagnostic 
laboratories and imaging centers, pharmacies, etc. 

 z  Enrolling in the Health Facility Registry will enable them to get connected to India's digital health 
ecosystem.

 ¾  Personal Health Records(PHR) –
 z  A PHR is an electronic record of health-related information on an individual that conforms to 

nationally recognized interoperability standards and that can be drawn from multiple sources 
while being managed, shared, and controlled by the individual. 

 z  The most salient feature of the PHR, and the one that distinguishes it from the EMR and EHR, is 
that the information it contains is under the control of the individual.

 z  The functions that are supported by a Personal Health Record-System (PHR) will enable an 
individual to manage information about his or her healthcare. 

 z  This includes viewing of a longitudinal record, comprising of all health data, lab reports, treatment 
details, discharge summaries across one or multiple health facilities.

 ¾ 	The	health	 data	will	 be	 protected	with	 highest	 encryption	 standards	 and	 sufficient	 statutory	
provisions.

 z 	Significance
 ¾ 	The	implementation	of	ABDM	is	expected	to	significantly	improve	the	efficiency,	effectiveness,	

and transparency of health service delivery overall. 
 ¾  Patients will be able to securely store and access their medical records (such as prescriptions, 

diagnostic reports and discharge summaries), and share them with health care providers to 
ensure appropriate treatment and follow-up. 

 ¾  They will also have access to more accurate information on health facilities and service 
providers. 

 ¾  Further, they will have the option to access health services remotely through tele-consultation 
nd e-pharmacy. 
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 ¾  ABDM will empower individuals with accurate information to enable informed decision 
making and increase accountability of healthcare providers.

 ¾  ABDM will provide choice to individuals to access both public and private health services, 
facilitate compliance with laid down guidelines and protocols, and ensure transparency in 
pricing of services and accountability for the health services being rendered.

 ¾ 	Similarly,	health	care	professionals	across	disciplines	will	have	better	access	to	patient’s	medical	
history (with the necessary informed consent) for prescribing more appropriate and effective 
health interventions. 

 ¾  The integrated ecosystem will also enable better continuum of care. ABDM will help digitize 
the claims process and enable faster reimbursement.

 ¾  This will enhance the overall ease of providing services amongst the health care providers.
 ¾  At the same time, policy makers and programme managers will have better access to data, 

enabling more informed decision making by the Government. 
 ¾  Better quality of macro and micro-level data will enable advanced analytics, usage of health-

biomarkers and better preventive healthcare. It will also enable geography and demography-based 
monitoring and appropriate decision making to inform design and strengthen implementation 
of health programmes and policies.

 ¾ 	Finally,	researchers	will	greatly	benefit	from	the	availability	of	such	aggregated	information	as	
they will be able to study and evaluate the effectiveness of various programmes and interventions. 

 ¾  ABDM would facilitate a comprehensive feedback loop between researchers, policymakers, 
and providers.

 z  Points to focus
 ¾  Health sector in India, role of public and private institutes, GDP expenditure on health,  etc.;
 ¾  Infrastructure, manpower, connectivity, accessibility, affordability, major government programs, 

challenges, bottlenecks, opportunities, etc.;
 ¾  Ayushmann Bharat, role of AYUSH system, health and wellness centre, etc.; 
 ¾  National health policy, role of digital technology, JAM, awareness, etc.;

Reference: - Indian Express; The Hindu; PIB; NHA; ABDM;

19. Akash Prime Missile  

 z  What is it?
 ¾ 	A	new	version	of	the	Akash	Missile	–	‘Akash	Prime’	has	been	successfully	flight	tested	from	

Integrated Test Range (ITR), Chandipur. 
 ¾  The missile intercepted and destroyed an unmanned aerial target mimicking enemy aircrafts, in 
its	maiden	flight	test	after	improvements.

 ¾  In comparison to the existing Akash System, Akash Prime is equipped with an indigenous 
active Radio Frequency (RF) seeker for improved accuracy. 

 ¾  Other improvements also ensure more reliable performance under low temperature environments 
at higher altitudes. 

 ¾ 	Modified	ground	system	of	the	existing	Akash	weapon	system	has	been	used	for	the	current	
flight	test.
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 ¾ Few	months	back	DRDO	has	test	fired	Akash	–	NG
 z  About Akash – NG

 ¾  The missile system has been developed by Defence Research & Development Laboratory 
(DRDL), Hyderabad in collaboration with other DRDO laboratories.

 ¾  During the test, the missile demonstrated high manoeuvrability required for neutralising fast 
and agile aerial threats. 

 ¾  The Akash-NG weapon system will prove to be a force multiplier for the air defence capability 
of the Indian Air Force.

 ¾  It has built-in Electronic Counter-Counter Measure features, which means that it has mechanisms 
on-board that can counter the electronic system that deceive the detection systems.

 ¾  The missile system has a range of close to 60 km and can travel at 2.5 times the speed of sound.
 ¾ 	The	flight	test	validated	the	functioning	of	the	complete	weapon	system	consisting	of	the	missile	

with indigenously developed RF (Radio Frequency) Seeker, Launcher, Multi-Function Radar 
and Command, Control and Communication system.

 z  About Akash Missile
 ¾  AKASH is a Short Range Surface to Air Missile system to protect vulnerable areas and 

vulnerable points from air attacks. 
 ¾  Akash Weapon System can simultaneously engage Multiple Targets in Group Mode or 

Autonomous Mode. 
 ¾  It has built in Electronic Counter-Counter Measures (ECCM) features. 
 ¾ 	The	entire	weapon	system	has	been	configured	on	mobile	platforms.	
 ¾  Akash Weapon Systems has been inducted and is operational with the Indian Air Force (IAF) 

as well as the Indian Army (IA).
 ¾  Defense system developed by the DRDO and produced by BDL for Missile Systems, BEL, Tata 

Power Strategic Engineering Division and Larsen & Toubro for other radars, control centers, 
launcher systems in India

 ¾  Each Akash battery consists of four self-propelled Launchers (3 Akash SAMs each), a Battery 
Level Radar - the Rajendra, and a Command post (Battery Control Centre)

 ¾  The missile can engage aerial targets upto 30km away and upto a height of 18km at super-sonic 
speed

 ¾ 	A	single	Akash	missile	has	an	88%	probability	of	kill.	Two	missiles	can	be	fired,	five	seconds	
apart, to raise the probability of Kill to 98.5%

 ¾  The Akash Mk-II is a longer-range, faster and more accurate SAM. The missile will have an 
intercept range of 40 km and increase in the accuracy of the missile's guidance system and the 
fire	control	system

 ¾  Akash Mk –II is now under testing phase with DRDO conducting successful test in last couple 
of months.

 ¾  Due to super accuracy and its best performance, low cost, there is interest from many allies. 
 z  Points to focus

 ¾ 	India’s	defence	procurement	and	manufacturing	policy,	etc.;
 ¾ 	India’s	 IGMDP,	DRDO,	 Indigenous	 technology	 development,	 Nuclear	 weapon	 capabilities,	

etc.;
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 ¾  Ballistic missile, cruise missile, missile defence systems, etc.;
 ¾  Nuclear policy of India, International weapon control regimes NSG, MTCR, NPT, CTBT, etc.;
 ¾  Indigenous weapon and system development, DPSU, etc.;

Reference: - The Hindu; Indian Express; DRDO; PIB; Mo Defence; Brahmos Aerospace;

20. PM POSHAN 

 z  What is it? 
 ¾  CCEA cleared the PM POSHAN Scheme for providing one hot cooked meal in Government 

and Government-aided schools from 2021-22 to 2025-26. 
 ¾  This is a Centrally-Sponsored Scheme which covers all school children studying in Classes 

I-VIII of Government, Government-Aided Schools. 
 ¾ 	The	earlier	name	of	the	scheme	was	‘National	Scheme	for	Mid	Day	Meal	in	Schools’	popularly	

known as Mid Day Meal Scheme.
 ¾  The scheme covers about 11.80 crore children studying in 11.20  lakh schools across the country.
 ¾  The new addition and changes to Mid-Day Meal Scheme are:

 `  The scheme is proposed to be extended to students studying in pre-primary or Bal Vatikas 
of Government and Government-aided primary schools in addition to all the 11.80 crore 
children from elementary classes.

 `  The concept of TithiBhojan will be encouraged extensively. TithiBhojan is a community 
participation programme in which people provide special food to children on special 
occasions/festivals.

 `  Government is promoting development of School Nutrition Gardens in schools to give 
children	first	hand	experience	with	nature	and	gardening.	

 `  The harvest of these gardens is used in the scheme providing additional micro nutrients. 
 `  School Nutrition Gardens have already been developed in more than 3 lakh schools.
 `  Social Audit of the scheme is made mandatory in all the districts.
 `  Special provision is made for providing supplementary nutrition items to children in 

aspirational districts and districts with high prevalence of Anemia.
 `  Cooking competitions will be encouraged at all levels right from village level to national 

level to promote ethnic cuisine and innovative menus based on locally available ingredients 
and vegetables

 `  Involvement of Farmers Producer Organizations (FPO) and Women Self Help Groups in 
implementation of the scheme will be encouraged. Use of locally grown traditional food 
items	for	a	fillip	to	local	economic	growth	will	be	encouraged.	

 `  Field visits for progress monitoring and inspections will be facilitated for students of eminent 
Universities / Institutions and also trainee teachers of Regional Institutes of Educations (RIE) 
and District Institutes of Education and Training (DIET).

 ¾  This scheme is run by Ministry of Women and Child Development. 
 z  About Mid – Day Meal Scheme

 ¾  To enhance the enrollment, retention and attendance and simultaneously improve nutritional 
levels among school going children studying in Classes I to VIII of Government, Government - 
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aided schools, Special Training centres (STC) and Madarasas and Maktabs supported under the 
Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan this scheme was launched.

 ¾  In 1925, a Mid-Day Meal Programme was introduced for disadvantaged children in Madras 
Municipal Corporation. By the mid-1980s three States viz. Gujarat, Kerala and Tamil Nadu 
and the UT of Pondicherry had universalized a cooked Mid-Day Meal Programme with their 
own resources for children studying at the primary stage. By 1990-91 the number of States 
implementing the mid-day meal programme with their own resources on a universal or a large 
scale had increased to 12 states

 ¾  The National Programme of Nutritional Support to Primary Education (NP-NSPE) was launched 
as a Centrally Sponsored Scheme on 15 Aug 1995. Till 2004 food grains were provided by the 
central government along with subsidy for transportation.

 ¾  In September 2004, the scheme was revised to provide cooked mid-day meal with 300 calories 
and 8-12 grams of protein to all children studying in classes I – V in Government and aided 
schools

 ¾  In October 2007, the scheme has been further revised to cover children in upper primary (classes 
VI to VIII), initially in 3479 Educationally Backwards Blocks (EBBs) and by 2008-09 it was 
expanded to include whole of India.

 ¾  The scheme guidelines envisage to provide cooked mid-day meal with 450 calories and 12 g 
of protein to every child at primary level and 700 calories and 20 g of protein at upper primary 
level. This energy and protein requirement for a primary child comes from cooking 100 g of 
rice/flour,	20	g	pulses	and	50	g	vegetables	and	5	g	oil,	and	for	an	upper	primary	child	it	comes	
from	150	g	of	rice/flour,	30	g	of	pulses	and	75	g	of	vegetables	and	7.5	g	of	oil.

 ¾  The present provisions are as given below:-
 `  Free supply of food grains @ 100 grams per child per school day at Primary and @ 150 

grams per child per school day at Upper Primary.
 `  Subsidy for transportation of food grains is provided to 11 special category states at PDS rate 

prevalent in these states and up to a maximum of Rs.75.00 per quintal for other than special 
categories States/UTs

 `  In addition to food grains, a mid-day meal involves major input cost support, Cost of cooking 
includes cost of ingredients, e.g. pulses, vegetables, cooking oil and condiments

 `  A separate provision for payment of honorarium to cook-cum-helper @ Rs. 1000/- per month 
has been made. One cook-cum-helper may be engaged in a school having upto 25 students, 
2 cooks-cum-helpers for schools having 26 to 100 students and one additional cook-cum-
helper for every addition of upto 100 students.

 `  Provision of mid-day meal during summer vacation in drought affected areas.
 `  Provision of essential infrastructures for kitchen and utensils.

 ¾ Community participation in the form of “Mother Watch” and other activities help keep an eye 
and also involve the community for greater good.

 z  Government efforts to end malnutrition
 ¾  ICDS (Integrated Child Development Scheme)
 ¾  It aims at providing services to pre-school children in an integrated manner so as to ensure 

proper growth and development of children in rural, tribal and slum areas. ICDS is a centrally 
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sponsored scheme launched on 2nd October, 1975 
 ¾  Ministry of Women and Child Development is implementing the scheme
 ¾ 	The	beneficiaries	under	the	Scheme	are	children	in	the	age	group	of	0-6	years,	pregnant	women	

and lactating mothers (no BPL, SECC 2011 based eligibility). Objectives of the Scheme are:
 `  to improve the nutritional and health status of children in the age-group 0-6 years;
 `  to lay the foundation for proper psychological, physical and social development of the child;
 `  to reduce the incidence of mortality, morbidity, malnutrition and school dropout;
 ` to achieve effective co-ordination of policy and implementation amongst the various 

departments to promote child development; and
 ¾  to enhance the capability of the mother to look after the normal health and nutritional needs of 

the child through proper nutrition and health education.
 ¾  The ICDS Scheme offers a package of six services, viz.

 `  Supplementary Nutrition
 `  Pre-school non-formal education
 `  Nutrition & health education
 `  Immunization
 `  Health check-up and
 `  Referral services

 ¾  The last three services are related to health and are provided by Ministry/Department of Health 
and	Family	Welfare	through	NRHM	&	Health	system.	The	first	3	services	are	funded	in	the	
ration of 50:50 (90:10 for North East) and the last 3 as 90:10.

 ¾  All the services are provided at the Anganwadi of the villages by ASHA/ANM workers. 
 ¾  The scheme has undergone changes over the years mostly in revising the funding needs, 

nutrition needs, immunization addition, etc aligning ICDS mostly with the changing priorities, 
new scheme especially in education, pregnant-lactating women related and evolving nutrition-
dietary standards.

 ¾  Mid-day meal scheme 
 ¾  Pradhan Mantri Matru Vandana Yojana  (PMMVY)
 ¾ 	It	is	a	Maternity	Benefit	Programme	that	is	implemented	in	all	the	districts	of	the	country	in	

accordance with the provision of the National Food Security Act, 2013
 ¾  The objectives of the scheme are:
 ¾  Providing partial compensation for the wage loss in terms of cash incentive s so that the woman 
can	take	adequate	res	t	before	and	after	delivery	of	the	first	living	child.

 ¾  The cash incentive provided would lead to improved health seeking behaviour amongst the 
Pregnant Women and Lactating Mothers

 ¾ 	Cash	 incentive	 of	 Rs	 5000	 in	 three	 instalments	 i.e.	 first	 instalment	 of	 Rs	 1000/	 -	 on	 early	
registration of pregnancy at the Anganwadi Centre (AWC) / approved Health facility as may be 
identified	by	the	respective	administering	State	/	UT,	second	instalment	of	Rs	2000/	-	after	six	
months of pregnancy on receiving at least one ante-natal check-up (ANC) and third instalment 
of	Rs	2000/	-	after	child	birth	is	registered	and	the	child	has	received	the	first	cycle	of	BCG,	
OPV, DPT and Hepatitis - B, or its equivalent/ substitute. And for institutional delivery Rs. 
1000,	taking	the	amount	to	Rs.	6000/-	only	for	the	first	child	birth
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 ¾  The scheme is applicable for those not in regular employment who are covered under the 
Maternity	Benefit	Act	provisions.

 ¾  The scheme not only tries to provide some income support but also provides cash for taking 
nutrition rich diet. 

 ¾  POSHAN Abhiyaan (National Nutrition Mission - NNM)
 ¾ 	The	 Prime	Minister’s	Overarching	 Scheme	 for	Holistic	Nourishment	 (POSHAN)	Abhiyaan	

aims to reduce malnutrition in the country in a phased manner, through a life cycle approach, by 
adopting a synergised and result oriented approach. To ensure a holistic approach, all districts 
of States/UTs have been covered in the Abhiyaan.

 ¾  The programme through the targets will strive to reduce the level of stunting, under-nutrition, 
anemia and low birthweight babies.

 ¾  There is also a Mission 25 by 2022 run under this program whose target is to bring down 
stunting of the children in the age group of 0-6 years from 38.4% to 25% by the year 2022.

 ¾  The goals/targets of POSHAN Abhiyaan are to achieve improvement in nutritional status of 
children from 0-6 years, adolescent girls, pregnant women and lactating mothers in a time 
bound	manner	during	the	three	years	with	fixed	targets	as	under:

 `  Prevent and reduce Stunting in children (0- 6 years) - By 6% @ 2% p.a.
 `  Prevent and reduce under-nutrition (underweight prevalence) in children (0-6 years) - By 6% 

@ 2% p.a.
 `  Reduce the prevalence of anaemia among young Children (6-59 months), Women and 

Adolescent Girls in the age group of 15-49 years. - By 9% @ 3% p.a
 `  Reduce Low Birth Weight (LBW). - By 6% @ 2% p.a.

 ¾  The prevalence of stunting, wasting and underweight among children is 34.7%, 17% and 33.4% 
respectively, and the above aim is to reduce from this prevalence level.

 ¾  The important components of the Abhiyaan are: 
 `  ensuring convergence with various programmes; 
 `  incentivizing States/ UTs for achieving goals; 
 `  IT enabled Real Time Monitoring (ICT-RTM); 
 `  Evaluation; 
 ` 	weighing	efficiency	and	making	nutrition	visible;	
 `  Community mobilization awareness advocacy; 
 `  IEC, Jan Andolan - to educate the people on nutritional aspects, on-line Course on Nutrition 

for Children, Nutrition message from folk songs and songs on WASH, sending messages 
on nutrition and also creating ring-tones, Yoga for children at AWCs; strengthening human 
resource; 

 `  measuring height and length of children below 6 years of age
 ¾  The program is run by Ministry of Women and Child Development.
 ¾  The POSHAN Abhiyan will converge all the nutrition related interventions of various ministries 
and	departments	as	this	is	what	is	missing	in	India’s	fight.

 ¾ 	A	 single	 unified	 technical	 set-up,	 namely	 a	 National	 Nutrition	 Resource	 Centre	 –	 Central	
Project Management Unit (NNRC-CPMU) at the national level and similarly State Nutrition 
Resource Centre – State Project Management Unit (SNRC-SPMU) in all States/ UTs ensures 
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regular monitoring and review of all sectoral programmes especially those directly affecting 
malnutrition

 ¾  All the States and districts will be covered in a phased manner i.e. 315 districts in 2017-18, 235 
districts in 2018-19 and remaining districts in 2019-20

 ¾  This will be funded by Government Budgetary Support (50%) and 50% by IBRD (WB) or other 
MDB. Government budgetary support would be 60:40between Centre and States/UTs, 90:10 
for NER and Himalayan States and 100% for UTs without legislature

 ¾  There are many activities that are undertaken under this mission like, POSHAN Maah, PSOHAN 
Panchayat,	etc.	for	the	early	identification	of	children	suffering	from	Severe	Acute	Malnutrition	
(SAM) and general awareness and community participation 

 ¾  Anaemia Mukt Bharat (AMB)
 ¾  Government of India has launched the Anemia Mukt Bharat (AMB) strategy under the POSHAN 

Abhiyaan and the targets has been set to reduce anaemia by 3% per year from the NHFS – 4 
indicators.

 ¾ 	It	 focusses	 on	 six	 target	 beneficiary	 groups,	 through	 six	 interventions	 and	 six	 institutional	
mechanisms to achieve the envisaged target, also called 6x6x6 Strategy

 ¾  The Anemia Mukt Bharat strategy will be implemented in all villages, blocks, and districts of 
all the States/UTs of India through existing delivery platforms as envisaged in the National Iron 
Plus Initiative (NIPI) and Weekly Iron Folic Acid Supplementation (WIFS) programme.

 ¾  The strategy focuses on ensuring supply chain, demand generation and strong monitoring using 
the dashboard for addressing anemia, both due to nutritional and non-nutritional causes.

 ¾  The 6 population groups under AMB strategy are:
 `  Children (6-59 months)
 `  Children (5-9 years)
 `  Adolescents girls and boys (10-19 years)
 `  Pregnant women
 `  Lactating women
 `  Women of Reproductive Age (WRA) group (15-49 years)

 ¾  The six interventions are:
 ¾  Prophylactic Iron and Folic Acid Supplementation
 ¾  Deworming
 ¾ 	Intensified	year-round	Behaviour	Change	Communication	(BCC)	Campaign	and	delayed	cord	

clamping
 ¾  Testing of anaemia using digital methods and point of care treatment,
 ¾ 	Mandatory	 provision	 of	 Iron	 and	 Folic	Acid	 fortified	 foods	 in	 Government	 funded	 health	

programmes
 ¾  Addressing non-nutritional causes of anaemia in endemic pockets with special focus on malaria, 
hemoglobinopathies	and	fluorosis.	

 ¾  The six institutional mechanisms are:
 `  Inter-ministerial coordination
 `  National Anemia Mukt Bharat Unit
 `  National Centre of Excellence and Advanced research on Anemia Control
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 `  Convergence with other ministries
 `  Strengthening supply chain and logistics
 `  Anemia Mukt Bharat Dashboard and Digital Portal- one-stop shop for Anemia

 ¾ Apart	from	the	few	above	the	government	is	now	also	promoting	fortified	food	grains	to	address	
the	issue	of	nutritional	deficiency

 ¾ 	The	focus	is	now	on	‘Nutri-Thali’	than	on	just	Thali
 ¾  The POSHAN Abhiyaan is also supported by the Ministry of AYUSH, so that the traditional 

knowledge on nutritious food is also used to tackle the malnutrition.
 z  Points to focus

 ¾ 	Nutrition,	diversity	in	diet,	significance	of	locally	grown	food,	balanced	diet,	etc.;
 ¾ 	Bio-fortification;	 Vitamins,	 micro	 –	 macro	 nutrients;	 Varieties;	 agro-climatic	 regions,	
significance	of	agricultural	education,	etc.;

 ¾  Status of nutrition in India; World hunger index, Ministries involved
 ¾  Other interventions, global case studies, SDG,
 ¾  Government schemes;
 ¾ Reference: - The Hindu; PIB; MoWCD; MoEdu; PIB;

21. Quarterly Employment Survey report 

 z  What is it & Major highlights? 
 ¾ 	Labour	and	Employment	Minister	released	the	report	of	first	quarter	of	Quarterly	Employment	

Survey (QES) part (April to June 2021), of the All-India Quarterly Establishment-based 
Employment Survey (AQEES) prepared by the Labour Bureau.

 ¾  The AQEES has been taken up by the Labour Bureau to provide frequent (quarterly) updates 
about the employment and related variables of establishments, in both organised and unorganised 
segments of nine selected sectors. 

 ¾  These sectors altogether account for a majority of the total employment in the non-farm 
establishments. 

 ¾  These nine selected sectors are Manufacturing, Construction, Trade, Transport, Education, 
Health, Accommodation and Restaurant, IT/ BPO and Financial Services.

 ¾  There are two components under AQEES, Quarterly Employment Survey (QES) and Area 
Frame Establishment Survey (AFES). 

 ¾  QES has been initiated to compile relevant data from about 12,000 establishments selected 
through a sampling design to represent each of the nine sectors within each state/ Union 
Territory, as also each size-class (range of number of workers) within each sector-State/ UT.

 ¾  Area Frame Establishment Survey (AFES) covers the unorganised segment (with less than 10 
workers) through a sample survey. AQEES will provide a consolidated picture with both the 
organised and the unorganised segments of the non-farm economy

 ¾  The most impressive growth of 152 percent has been recorded in the IT/BPO sector, while 
growth rates in Health is 77 percent, in Education it is 39 percent, in Manufacturing it is 22 
percent, in Transport it is 68 percent and in Construction it is 42 percent . 

 ¾  However, employment in Trade came down by 25 percent and in Accommodation & Restaurant 
the decline was by 13 percent. 
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 ¾  Financial services saw a growth rate in employment of 48 percent.
 ¾  Nearly 90 percent of the establishments have been estimated to work with less than 100 workers, 
the	corresponding	figure	during	EC	6	being	95	percent.	

 ¾  Nearly 35 percent of the IT/ BPO establishments worked with at least 100 workers, including 
about 13.8 percent engaging 500 workers or more.

 ¾  In the Health sector, 18 percent of the establishments had 100 or more workers.
 ¾  The over-all participation of female workers stood at 29 percent, slightly lower than 31 percent 

reported during 6th EC.
 ¾  Regular workers constitute 88 percent of the estimated workforce in the nine selected sectors, 

with only 2 percent being casual workers. 
 ¾  However, 18 percent of workers in the Construction sector are contractual employees and 13 

percent are casual workers.
 ¾  Only 9 percent of the establishments (with at least 10 workers) were not registered with any 

authority or under any act.
 ¾  While 26 percent of all the establishments were registered under the Companies Act with 

71 percent registration in IT/ BPO, 58 percent registration in Construction, 46 percent in 
Manufacturing, 42 percent in Transport, 35 percent in Trade and 28 percent in Financial 
Services.     

 ¾  Around 18 percent of the establishments have provision of on-job skill training programmes  
 z  Points to focus

 ¾  Employment-unemployment status, status of economy and employment, impact of pandemic, 
skilling,	global	conditions,	inflations,	etc.;

 ¾ 	Periodic	 labour	 surveys,	 significance	 of	 data,	 employment	 intensive	 sectors,	 impact	 of	
digitisation, automation, etc.;

 ¾  Make in India, Assemble in India, Start up India, Stand up India, Skill India, SHG, etc.;
 ¾  Constitutional provisions, statutory provisions, best international practices, SDG, ILO, etc.;  

Reference: - The Hindu; Indian Express; PIB; MoL;

22. An institution’s right to govt. aid is not a fundamental right – SC 

 z  What is it? 
 ¾  The right of an institution, whether run by a majority or minority community, to get government 

aid is not a fundamental right as held by recent SC judgement. 
 ¾  Both have to equally follow the rules and conditions of the aid.
 ¾  Whether it is an institution run by the majority or the minority, all conditions that have relevance 

to the proper utilisation of the grant-in-aid by an educational institution can be imposed. 
 ¾  What Article 30(2) states is that on the ground that an institution is under the management of 

a minority, whether based on religion or language, grant of aid to that educational institution 
cannot be discriminated against, if other educational institutions are entitled to receive aid

 ¾ 	The	SC	Bench	clarified	that	if	the	government	made	a	policy	call	to	withdraw	aid,	an	institution	
cannot question the decision as a “matter of right”.

 ¾  A grant of government aid comes with accompanying conditions. An institution is free to choose 
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to accept the grant with the conditions or go its own way
 ¾  The SC said govt. grants/aid is not fundamental right because:

 `  Firstly, government aid is a policy decision. It depends on various factors including the 
interests of the institution itself and the ability of the government to understand the exercise.

 ` 	Financial	constraints	and	deficiencies	are	the	factors	which	are	considered	relevant	in	taking	
any decision qua aid, including both the decision to grant aid and the manner of disbursement 
of an aid

 ¾  The SC said that challenge can be made if one institute is receiving grants and other similarly 
placed one is not.

 ¾  Article 30
 ¾  “Right of minorities to establish and administer educational institutions.- 
 ¾  (1) All minorities, whether based on religion or language, shall have the right to establish and 

administer educational institutions of their choice. 
 ¾  [(1A) In making any law providing for the compulsory acquisition of any property of any 

educational institution established and administered by a minority, referred to in clause (1), the 
State	shall	ensure	that	the	amount	fixed	by	or	determined	under	such	law	for	the	acquisition	of	
such property is such as would not restrict or abrogate the right guaranteed under that clause.] 

 ¾  (2) The State shall not, in granting aid to educational institutions, discriminate against any 
educational institution on the ground that it is under the management of a minority, whether 
based on religion or language.”

 ¾  Article 30 of the Indian Constitution deals with the rights of linguistic and religious minorities. 
 ¾  In this provision, there is an express use of the term “minorities” instead of the term “sections 

of citizens” like in the case of Article 29 of the Indian Constitution. 
 ¾  That is because unlike Article 29, Article 30 deals only with the rights of minorities.  
 ¾  It emphasizes  the  protection  of  minorities per  se under  Article  29  and Article  30  of  the  

Indian  Constitution,  even  though  they  are  separate  rights
 ¾ 	However	it	is	also	to	be	noted	that	minorities	are	not	defined	in	the	constitution
 ¾  The right under Article 30 also includes the right of a minority to imparteducation to its children 

in its own language.
 ¾  Minority educational institutions are of three types:

 `  institutions that seek recognition as well as aid from the State;
 `  institutions that seek only recognition from the State and not aid; and
 `  institutions that neither seek recognition nor aid from the State.

 ¾ 	The	institutions	of	first	and	second	type	are	subject	to	the	regulatory	power	of	the	state	with	
regard to syllabus prescription, academic standards, discipline, sanitation, employment of 
teaching staff and so on. 

 ¾  The institutions of third type are free to administer their affairs but subject to operation of 
general laws like contract law, labour law, industrial law, tax law, economic regulations, and so 
on.

 ¾  In a judgement delivered in the Secretary of Malankara Syrian Catholic College case (2007), 
the Supreme Court has summarized the general principles relating to establishment and 
administration of minority educational institutions in the following way:-
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 ¾  The right of minorities to establish and administer educational institutions of their choice 
comprises the following rights :

 z  To choose its governing body in whom the founders of the institution
 z 	have	faith	and	confidence	to	conduct	and	manage	the	affairs	of	the
 z  institution;
 z  To appoint teaching staff (teachers/lecturers and headmasters/
 z  principals) as also non-teaching staff; and to take action if
 z  there is dereliction of duty on the part of any of its employees;
 z  To admit eligible students of their choice and to set up a reasonable
 z  fee structure; and
 z 	To	use	its	properties	and	assets	for	the	benefit	of	the	institution.

 ¾  The right conferred on minorities under Article 30 is only to ensure equality with the majority 
and not intended to place the minorities in a more advantageous position vis-à-vis the majority. 

 ¾  There is no reverse discrimination in favour of minorities. 
 ¾  The general laws of the land relating to national interest, national security, social welfare, public 

order, morality, health, sanitation, taxation etc., applicable to all, will equally apply to minority 
institutions also.

 ¾  The right to establish and administer educational institutions is not absolute. 
 ¾  Nor does it include the right to maladminister.
 ¾  There can be checks on administration as are necessary to ensure that the administration is 
efficient	and	sound,	so	as	to	serve	the	academic	needs	of	the	institution.

 ¾  Such checks/rules by the state will not be in contravention of Article 30 (1)
 ¾ 	Subject	to	the	eligibility	conditions/qualifications	prescribed	by	the	State	being	met,	the	unaided	

minority educational institutions will have the freedom to appoint teachers/lecturers by adopting 
any rational procedure of selection.

 ¾  Extention of aid by the State, does not alter the nature and character of the minority educational 
institutions. 

 ¾  The conditions can be imposed by the State to ensure proper utilization of the aid, without 
however diluting or abridging the right under Article 30(1).

 z  Points to focus
 ¾  Minorities, their rights, fundamental and legal rights, etc.;
 ¾  Constitutional and statutory provisions, Major SC judgement, etc.;
 ¾  International best practices, etc.;  
 ¾ Reference: - The Hindu; Indian Express; M. Laxmikanth; PIB;
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23. Dissolution of Ordnance Factory Board 

 z  Why in the news? 
 ¾  The Defence Ministry has issued an order for the dissolution of the Ordnance Factory Board 

(OFB) with effect from October 1 upon which its assets, employees and management would be 
transferred to seven newly constituted Defence Public Sector Undertakings (DPSUs).

 z  Major reform highlights
 ¾  Government of India has decided to corporatise the functions of the 41 production units 

(Ordnance Factories) of the Ordnance Factory Board (OFB), functioning under the Department 
of Defence Production, Ministry of Defence (DDP).

 ¾  Government of India has decided to transfer, with effect from 1st October, 2021, the management, 
control,	operations	and	maintenance	of	these	41	production	units	and	identified	non-production	
units to 7 Government companies (wholly owned by the Government of India), namely:

 `  Munitions India Limited
 `  Armoured Vehicles Nigam Limited
 `  Advanced Weapons and Equipment India Limited
 `  Troop Comforts Limited
 `  Yantra India Limited
 `  India Optel Limited
 `  Gliders India Limited

 ¾  This is in respect of production activities, viz production of arms, ammunitions, weapons, 
vehicles,	 defence	 equipment	 and	 non-defence	 equipment;	 and	 identified	 non-production	
activities. 

 ¾  The government has also decided to transfer the management, control, operations and 
maintenance	of	certain	identified	non-production	units	of	OFB	and	identified	surplus	land	at	16	
production units of OFB to the Directorate of Ordnance (Coordination & Services) under the 
DDP.

 ¾  The Ordnance Factories form an integrated base for indigenous production of defence hardware 
and equipment, with the primary objective of self reliance in equipping the armed forces with 
state	of	the	art	battlefield	equipment.

 ¾  The restructuring of the OFB into corporate entities was recommended in one or the other form 
by at least three expert committees on defence reforms set up in the last two decades — the 
TKS Nair Committee (2000), Vijay Kelkar Committee (2005), and Vice Admiral Raman Puri 
Committee (2015). 

 ¾  A fourth committee chaired by Lt Gen D B Shekatkar, did not suggest corporatisation, but 
recommended regular audits of all ordnance units considering past performance

 ¾  These 7 new entities will come under the purview of The Companies Act, this would lead to 
improvements	in	efficiency,	make	products	cost-competitive,	and	enhance	their	quality.

 ¾ 	OFB’s	monopoly	has	led	to	innovation	drying	up,	apart	from	low	productivity,	high	costs	of	
production,	and	lack	of	flexibility	at	the	higher	managerial	levels.

 ¾  Functioning directly under the Ministry of Defence, the OFB and its factories could not retain 
profits,	and	thus	had	no	incentive	to	work	towards	increasing	them
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 ¾  Training and marketing establishments that have been part of the OFB will also be divided 
among the seven PSUs

 ¾  Over 70,000 employees of the OFB will be transferred en mass to these 7 new PSUs 
 z  About OFB

 ¾  During 1775 British EIC accepted the establishment of Board of Ordnance in Fort William, 
Kolkata. 

 ¾ 	This	marks	the	official	beginning	of	the	Army	Ordnance	in	India
 ¾  In 1787 a gun powder factory was established at Ishapore which started production from 1791 
(at	which	location	Rifle	Factory	was	established	in	1904).	

 ¾  In 1801 a Gun Carriage Agency at Cossipore, Kolkata (presently known as Gun & Shell Factory, 
Cossipore) was eatablished and production started from 18th March, 1802. 

 ¾ 	This	is	the	first	Industrial	establishment	of	Ordnance	Factories	which	has	continued	its	existence	
till date.

 ¾  There were 18 ordnance factories before India became independent in 1947. 
 ¾  21 factories have been established after independence - mostly, in wake of defence preparedness 

imperatives caused by the three major wars fought by the Indian Armed forces.
 ¾  A large chunk of the weapons, ammunition, and supplies used by the armed forces, and 

paramilitary and police forces, come from OFB-run factories. 
 ¾  Their products include civilian and military-grade arms and ammunition, explosives, propellants, 

and chemicals for missile systems, military vehicles, armoured vehicles, optical and electronic 
devices, parachutes, support equipment, troop clothing, and general store items for the armed 
forces.

 z  Points to focus
 ¾  DPSU, manufacturing in India, innovations, safety, r&d, Aatmanirbhar Bharat, negative import 

list, etc.;
 ¾  Challenges of red tape, bureaucratic bottlenecks, infrastructure, investment, etc.;
 ¾  Corporatisation, Role of private sector, MSME, etc.;
 ¾ 	Best	international	practices,	India	specific	versions,	etc.;		

Reference: - The Hindu; Indian Express; PIB; OFB;

24. Electronic Gold Receipts (EGRs) 

 z  What is it? 
 ¾  SEBI's board cleared a proposal for setting up a gold exchange wherein gold will be traded in 

the form of Electronic Gold Receipts (EGR) and the bourse/exchanges will help in having a 
transparent domestic spot price discovery mechanism.

 ¾  The instruments representing gold will be called Electronic Gold Receipts (EGRs) and will be 
notified	as	securities

 ¾  EGRs will have the trading, clearing and settlement features akin to any other securities
 ¾  Any recognised stock exchange, existing as well as new, can launch trading in EGRs in a 

separate segment. The denomination for trading of EGR and conversion of EGR into gold can 
be decided by the stock exchanges with the approval of SEBI.
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 ¾  The exchange would be a national platform for buying and selling EGRs with underlying 
standardised gold in India and also create a national pricing structure for gold.

 ¾ 	The	gold	exchange	is	expected	to	offer	a	host	of	benefits	for	 the	value	chain	participants	as	
well	as	for	the	entire	gold	market	ecosystem	such	as	efficient	and	transparent	price	discovery,	
investment liquidity, assurance in the quality of gold etc

 ¾  The EGR will be generated once a person deposits physical gold to Vault managers or buys 
EGR from them as per the gold kept in the vault.

 ¾  The Vault manager will generate EGR which will be listed on the exchange and can be traded
 ¾  The EGR holder can continue to hold the EGRs as long as intended since EGRs will have 

perpetual validity.
 ¾  Such holder at his discretion can also withdraw the underlying gold from the vaults upon 

surrender of EGRs
 ¾  To lower the costs associated with withdrawal of gold from the vaults, SEBI said EGRs will be 
made	"fungible"	and	"interoperability	between	vault	managers"	will	be	allowed.

 ¾  SEBI said vault manager should be a body incorporated in India and should have a net worth of 
at	least	₹50	crore.

 ¾  The obligations of the vault manager include accepting deposits, storage and safekeeping of 
gold, creation as well as withdrawal of EGR, grievance redressal and periodic reconciliation of 
physical gold with the records of depository.

 z  SEBI
 ¾  The Securities and Exchange Board of India was established on April 12, 1992 in accordance 

with the provisions of the Securities and Exchange Board of India Act, 1992.
 ¾  Before SEBI came into existence, Controller of Capital Issues was the regulatory authority; it 

derived authority from the Capital Issues (Control) Act, 1947. In 1988, SEBI was constituted as 
the regulator of capital markets in India. Initially, SEBI was a non-statutory body without any 
statutory power

 ¾  SEBI has its headquarters at the business district of Mumbai and has Northern, Eastern, Southern 
and	Western	Regional	Offices	in	New	Delhi,	Kolkata,	Chennai,	and	Ahmedabad	respectively

 ¾  The SEBI is managed by its members, which consists of chairperson, 4 whole time and 4 part 
time members. Of these 2 are from Finance Ministry and one from RBI. All are appointed by 
Government of India.

 ¾  The Preamble of the Securities and Exchange Board of India describes the basic functions 
of	 the	 Securities	 and	Exchange	Board	 of	 India	 as	 "...to	 protect	 the	 interests	 of	 investors	 in	
securities and to promote the development of, and to regulate the securities market and for 
matters	connected	therewith	or	incidental	thereto"

 ¾  SEBI is regulator, quasi-judicial and quasi-executive body.
 ¾  It drafts regulations in its legislative capacity, it conducts investigation and enforcement action 

in its executive function and it passes rulings and orders in its judicial capacity.
 ¾  There is a 3 member Securities Appellate Tribunal (SAT) to hear appeal against SEBI orders 

and a second appeal lies directly to the Supreme Court to hear SAT rulings.
 ¾  SAT also hears appeal against IRDAI and PFRDA rulings.
 ¾  SEBI has been vested with the following powers:
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 ` 	to	approve	by−laws	of	Securities	exchanges.
 ` 	to	require	the	Securities	exchange	to	amend	their	by−laws.
 `  inspect the books of accounts and call for periodical returns from recognised Securities 

exchanges.
 ` 	inspect	the	books	of	accounts	of	financial	intermediaries.
 `  compel certain companies to list their shares in one or more Securities exchanges.
 `  registration of Brokers and sub-brokers

 ¾  Following are the major SEBI committees:
 `  Technical Advisory Committee
 `  Committee for review of structure of infrastructure institutions
 `  Advisory Committee for the SEBI Investor Protection and Education Fund
 `  Takeover Regulations Advisory Committee
 `  Primary Market Advisory Committee (PMAC)
 `  Secondary Market Advisory Committee (SMAC)

 ¾  Mutual Fund Advisory Committee
 ¾  Corporate Bonds & Securitisation Advisory Committee

 z  Gold
 ¾  Gold (Au), a dense lustrous yellow precious metal of Group 11 (Ib), Period 6, of the periodic 

table. 
 ¾  It is attractive in colour and brightness, durable to the point of virtual indestructibility, highly 

malleable, highly ductile and usually found in nature in a comparatively pure form
 ¾  Gold is one of the densest of all metals.
 ¾  It is a good conductor of heat and electricity. 
 ¾  It is also soft and the most malleable and ductile of the elements.  It can be drawn into a wire of 

single-atom width and extremely thin sheet of metal.
 ¾ 	Gold	is	widespread	in	low	concentrations	in	all	igneous	rocks.	Its	abundance	in	Earth’s	crust	is	

estimated at about 0.005 part per million. 
 ¾  It occurs mostly in the native state, remaining chemically uncombined except with tellurium, 

selenium, and bismuth. 
 ¾ 	The	element’s	only	naturally	occurring	isotope	is	gold-197.	
 ¾  Gold often occurs in association with copper and lead deposits, and, though the quantity present 
is	often	extremely	small,	it	is	readily	recovered	as	a	by-product	in	the	refining	of	those	base	
metals.

 ¾  Gold occurs in free elemental (native) form, as nuggets or grains, in rocks, in veins, and in 
alluvial deposits

 ¾  Gold is resistant to most acids, though it does dissolve in aqua regia (a mixture of nitric acid and 
hydrochloric acid), which forms a soluble tetrachloroaurate anion. 

 ¾  Gold also dissolves in alkaline solutions of cyanide, which are used in mining and electroplating. 
Gold dissolves in mercury, forming amalgam alloys

 ¾  Gold does not react with oxygen at any temperature and, up to 100 °C, is resistant to attack from 
ozone. Some free halogens react with gold.

 ¾  The origin of gold on earth is also quite interesting. According to Asteroid origin theory all of 
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gold	on	surface	of	earth	is	due	to	asteroid	strikes	much	later	in	earth’s	life	as	the	original	gold	
on earth has sunk towards the core in the initial years of formations of earth

 ¾  Another theory says that the gold present in mantel is brought up during volcanic eruptions
 ¾  Gold also is found in sea water, though in very small quantity.
 ¾  Because pure gold is too soft to resist prolonged handling, it is usually alloyed with other metals 

to increase its hardness for use in jewellery, gold ware, or coinage. 
 ¾  Most gold used in jewellery is alloyed with silver, copper, and a little zinc to produce various 

shades of yellow gold or with nickel, copper, and zinc to produce white gold
 ¾  Since ancient times, the pure shine, lustre and precious nature of gold has made it an element of 

choice when it came to making jewellery, coins or  artefacts since the dawn of civilisation
 ¾  Still, nearly 50% of gold mined on earth is used in jewellery all over the world.
 ¾  Rest is used in medical and industries.
 ¾  Because of its high electrical conductivity and inertness, the largest industrial use of gold is 

in the electric and electronics industry for plating contacts, terminals, printed circuits, and 
semiconductor systems. 

 ¾ 	Thin	films	of	gold	that	reflect	up	to	98	percent	of	incident	infrared	radiation	have	been	employed	
on satellites to control temperature and on space-suit visors to afford protection. 

 ¾ 	Used	in	a	similar	way	on	the	windows	of	large	office	buildings,	gold	reduces	the	air-conditioning	
requirement and adds to the beauty. 

 ¾ 	Gold	has	also	long	been	used	for	fillings	and	other	repairs	to	teeth
 ¾  Colloidal gold is used in research applications in medicine, biology and materials science.
 ¾  The isotope gold-198 (half-life 2.7 days) is used in nuclear medicine, in some cancer treatments 

and for treating other diseases
 ¾  Gold is also widely used in foods all over the world
 ¾  Since ancient times gold is used as currency and till 1970 the money supply was based on 

quantity of gold.
 ¾  China is the biggest producer of gold in the world and is also among the top two consumer too 

(Top two are India & China).
 ¾  Carat and Purity of gold
 ¾ 	Karat,	also	spelled	Carat,	a	measure	of	 the	purity	of	gold.	 ‘Caratage’	 is	 the	measurement	of	

purity of gold alloyed with other metals
 ¾  A gold karat is 1/24 part, or 4.1667 percent, of the whole, and the purity of a gold alloy is 

expressed as the number of these parts of gold it contains. 
 ¾  Thus, an object that contains 16 parts gold and 8 parts alloying metal is 16-karat gold, and pure 

gold is 24-karat gold. 
 ¾  24 carat is pure gold with no other metals. 24 carat pure gold jewellery is soft and highly 

malleable, thus limiting its use as jewellery. 
 ¾  Lower caratages contain less gold; 
 ¾  18 carat gold contains 75 per cent gold and 25 per cent other metals, often copper or silver.
 ¾  Fineness is another way of expressing the precious metal content of gold jewellery, and 

represents the purity in parts per thousand. When stamped on jewellery, usually this is stated 
without the decimal point.
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 ¾  Strictly speaking, 14 carat should be 583 (14/24 = .583333), but most manufacturers have 
adopted	the	European	practice	of	making	14	carat	gold	slightly	over	14	carat.	Thus,	the	fineness	
mark is 585 in most 14 carat gold jewellery.

 ¾  Similarly, 24 carat should be 1.0 (24/24 = 1.00). However, in practice, there is likely to be a 
very	slight	impurity	in	any	gold,	and	it	can	only	be	refined	to	a	fineness	level	of	999.9	parts	per	
thousand. This is stated as 999.9.

 z  Points to focus
 ¾  Securities market in India, primary and secondary market; Commodity trading, spot exchange, 

futures, etc.;
 ¾  Role of regulators; Challenges and threat to free trading; Economic impact of security market,
 ¾  Precious metals, their role as saving instruments, etc.
 ¾  Gold consumption in India, market, import and export potential, issues with purity, hallmarking 

etc.; Mines in India, world, property, etc.; 
 ¾  Statutory and constitutional provisions, 

Reference: - Indian Express; The Hindu; SEBI; SAT

25. Army to buy 25 ALH – MK III helicopters from HAL 

 z  Why in the news? 
 ¾  The Defence Acquisition Council has approved Army to buy 25 ALH (Advanced Light 

Helicopter) from HAL.
 z  ALH - DHRUV 

 ¾  The indigenously designed and developed Advanced Light Helicopter (ALH-DHRUV) is a 
twin engine, multi-role, multi-mission new generation helicopter in the 5.5 ton weight class

 ¾ 	The	major	variants	of	Dhruv	are	classified	as	Dhruv	Mk-I,	Mk-II,	Mk-III	&	Mk-IV
 ¾  The engine TM 333 – 2B2 powers Dhruv Mk-I and Mk-II & ARDIDEN 1H1 Shakti powers 

Dhruv Mk III & Mk IV (HAL Rudra/ attack version).
 ¾  Dhruv entered service in 2002. It is designed to meet the requirement of both military and civil 

operators
 ¾  The HAL Rudra, earlier known as Dhruv-WSI (Weapons Systems Integrated), is an attack 

variant designed for the Indian Army
 ¾  Rudra is equipped with forward looking infrared (FLIR) and Thermal Imaging Sights Interface, 

a 20 mm turret gun, 70 mm rocket pods, anti-tank guided missiles (Helina) and air-to-air 
missiles. 

 ¾  Both Dhruv and Rudra can carry 12-14 passengers and 2 pilots.
 ¾  Its maximum speed is 250 km/h with max ceiling of 6.1km. The helicopter in its armed version 

is used by special-forces for quick deployment into or near enemy territory.
 ¾  ALH has been gifted by India to its allies in the neighbourhood.

 z  About HAL (Hindustan Aeronautics Limited)
 ¾  The Company which had its origin as Hindustan Aircraft Limited was incorporated on 23 Dec 

1940 at Bangalore by Shri Walchand Hirachand, in association with the then Government of 
Mysore, with the aim of manufacturing aircraft in India. 
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 ¾  In March 1941, the Government of India became one of the shareholders in the Company and 
subsequently took over its management in 1942. 

 ¾  In collaboration with the Inter Continental Aircraft Company of USA, the Company commenced 
its business of manufacturing of Harlow Trainer, Curtiss Hawk Fighter and Vultee Bomber 
Aircraft.

 ¾  In January 1951, Hindustan Aircraft Limited was placed under the administrative control of 
Ministry of Defence, Government of India.

 ¾  The Company had built aircraft and engines of foreign design under licence, such as Prentice, 
Vampire & Gnat. 

 ¾  It also undertook the design and development of aircraft indigenously. 
 ¾  In August 1951, the HT-2 Trainer aircraft, designed and produced by the company under the 
able	leadership	of	Dr.	V.M.Ghatge	flew	for	the	first	time.	

 ¾  Over 150 Trainers were manufactured and supplied to the Indian Air Force and other customers. 
 ¾  With the gradual building up of its design capability, the company successfully designed and 
developed	four	other	aircraft	i.e.	two	seater	 'Pushpak'	suitable	for	flying	clubs,		 'Krishak'	for	
Air Observatory Post (AOP) role, HF-24 Jet Fighter '(Marut)' and the HJT-16 Basic Jet Trainer 
'(Kiran)'

 ¾  In August 1963, Aeronautics India Limited (AIL) was incorporated as a Company wholly owned 
by the Government of India, to undertake manufacture of   MiG-21 aircraft under licence. 
Factories were setup at Nasik (Maharashtra) & Koraput (Odisha).

 ¾  The Government decided to amalgamate Hindustan Aircraft Limited with AIL
 ¾  Amalgamation of the two companies i.e. Hindustan Aircraft Limited and Aeronautics India 

Limited was brought about on 1st Oct 1964 by an Amalgamation Order issued by the Government 
of	 India	 and	 the	 Company	 after	 the	 amalgamation	 was	 named	 as	 "Hindustan	Aeronautics	
Limited	 (HAL)"	with	 its	 principal	 business	 being	design,	 development,	manufacture,	 repair	
and overhaul of aircraft, helicopters, engines and related systems like avionics, instruments and 
accessories.

 ¾  HAL is actively engaged and is contributing to the space programmes of the country. 
 ¾  A separate Aerospace division was established in 1988. 
 ¾  HAL is currently meeting the requirements of structures for aerospace launch vehicles and 

satellites of ISRO through the Division. Infrastructure has also been set up to undertake complete 
assembly of the strap-on L-40 stage booster.  

 ¾  Structures for GSLV Mk.III, Mars Mission and Human crew module have been supplied by 
HAL to ISRO. 

 ¾  HAL is also setting up dedicated facility for manufacture of cryogenic engines.
 ¾ 	The	Company	has	a	comprehensive	Design	and	Development	capability	in	the	field	of	aerospace.		
 ¾  Out of 31 types of Aircraft produced so far, 17 have been of indigenous design
 ¾  The manufacturing programs underway at HAL are production of SU-30 MKI, LCA & DO-228 

aircraft and ALH-Dhruv, Chetak, Cheetal & LCH Helicopters. 
 ¾  The Repair Overhaul (ROH) programs being carried out presently are Jaguar (with upgrade), 

Mirage (with upgrade), Kiran, HS-748, AN-32, MiG 21, Su-30 MKI, Hawk, Dornier Do-228, 
ALH, Cheetal, Cheetah and Chetak
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 ¾  The future project of HAL are now focusing on advanced avionic for warfare, digital – hybrid 
warfare, 5th gen aircraft, UAV, to name a few.

 z  Point to focus
 ¾  Indigenous aircrafts, systems; Civilian, military aircraft 
 ¾  Aatmanirbhar Bharat, R&D, role of MSME, -ve import list, new defence acquisition and 

manufacturing policy, etc.;
 ¾  Export of indigenous defence systems, use in diplomacy, economy of nation, etc.  
 ¾ Reference: - Indian Express; The Hindu; HAL; PIB

26. Judima Rice Wine gets GI Tag 

 z  What is it? 
 ¾  It is a local fermented drink made with rice by Dimasa community
 ¾ 	Judima	derives	its	name	from	ju	which	means	wine	and	Dima	means	‘belonging	to	the	Dimasa’.	
 ¾  It is a pale yellow or reddish (depending on the colour of rice) drink that is slightly cloudy in 

appearance, has a mellow fragrance and is sweet to taste. 
 ¾  It is made from three different types of saul (rice): red or white bora (the glutinous sticky 

variety), non-bora (the everyday non-sticky variety) and the bairing rice, a unique variety 
cultivated in Jhum style (terrace farming) only by the Dimasa people.

 ¾  Bairing rice is cultivated solely for preparing Judima.
 ¾  For the Dimasa people, judima is an important part of their tradition, to be used in ceremonies 

that celebrate birth and mourn death. 
 ¾  Of late, the drink is also offered to guests or simply enjoyed at home
 ¾  It is prepared in the same method as all rice wines in the Northeast like xaaj, apong, chhang etc 

and requires a starter kit (a white dry disc-shaped cake, slightly bigger than a lemon). 
 ¾  What makes it unique is the use of a wild herb named thembra, and the rice combination along 

with bairing. 
 ¾ 	Bairing	is	not	a	fine	variety	of	rice.	So	it	not	consumed	as	food.	
 ¾  To be used for the wine, it is husked and polished at home in the traditional dheki (leg-operated 

manual rice pounder) or ural (wooden hand pounder).
 ¾  Sometimes, the drink is also made by mixing the three rice varieties in different proportions, the 

measurement of which is known only to the Dimasa women 
 z  Dimasa

 ¾  The Dimasa people are an ethnolinguistic community presently inhabiting Assam and Nagaland
 ¾  They are majorly found in Dima Hasao District 
 ¾  Di-ma-sa meaning sons of big waters referring to Brahmaputra river
 ¾  They are a part of the greater Bodo-Kachari family of ethnolinguistic groups of Northeast India 

which includes Bodo, Tripuri, Rabha, Garo, Tiwa, Koch, Moran etc. peoples of northeast india.
 ¾  They speak Dimasa, a Tibeto-Burman language. 
 ¾  This community is fairly homogeneous and exclusive, with members required to draw from 

both parents' separate clans
 ¾  Dimasa also founded their own kingdom after the fall of Kamraupa kingdom
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 ¾  Following political problems in the 18th century, the Dimasa ruler moved further south in the 
plains of Cachar and there took place a division among them–with the hills Dimasa maintaining 
their traditional living and political exclusiveness 

 ¾ 	The	Dimasas	form	a	"sealed"	society—every	member	drawing	his	or	her	patriarchal	lineage	
from	one	of	the	forty	two	male	clans	(sengphong—"holder	of	the	sword")	and	the	matriarchal	
lineage from one of the forty-two female clans (jalik or julu). 

 ¾ 	These	clans	are	distributed	among	twelve	territorial	"sacred	groves"	called	daikhos.
 ¾  In Dimasa, the village system is called Nohlai meaning a cluster of houses and the whole village 

with its population is called Raji. Dimasa tend to live on river banks and next to streams.
 ¾ 	In	the	socio-economic	life	of	the	Dimasa,	the	role	played	by	livestock	is	of	great	significance.	
 ¾  Domesticated animals and birds are not only required during the celebration of socio-religion 

festivals and performance of rituals but required for Domestic consumption and sometimes for 
commercial purposes also

 ¾  The Dimasa have a patriarchal society. Bu
 ¾ t in spite of that they have three types of property namely paternal property, maternal property 

and common property.
 ¾  According to the customary law of inheritance of the Dimasa, while the paternal property is 

inherited by the sons, the maternal property is inherited by the daughters and common property 
is shared by the sons and daughters equally.

 ¾  Agricultural is the principal occupation and main source of livelihood of the Dimasa
 ¾  Busu is an important festival celebrated by the Dimasa with the celebration of great pomp and 

splendour. It is celebrated after completion of harvest
 ¾  The dance forms of the Dimasa Kachari are complex in character. 
 ¾  They are strictly dependent on instrumental music. 
 ¾ 	No	songs	are	used.	Kharam	(drum)	follows	the	rhythm	of	the	Muri	(fife)	and	so	also	the	dancers
 ¾  Different kinds of Dimasa dances are- Baidima, Baidijuwa, Baidembra, Baimaijai

 z  Points to focus
 ¾  Mapping and geography of the region; GI Tags, patents, IPR, WIPO, WTO, etc.;
 ¾  Tribal communities of NE India, their practices, traditions, tribal policy, etc.;
 ¾  Constitutional, statutory provisions, Autonomous district council, schedule 6, PESA, FRA, etc.;   

Reference: - The Hindu; Indian Express;


